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Visiting from Asia
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learn the English language and
American business.
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Northwest title.
woman's basketball clinches
Northwest conference title.
SPORTS PAGES 16

In the corner lounge of the second floor of Wyatt gold Chinese characters on thin red paper welcome
the New Year. Chinese professor Lotus Perry and his students decorated the lounge with Chinese art,
candles, fruits and pieces along with descriptions of these decorations and their relation to the Chinese
holiday. Posted around the second floor are pictures and bios of UPS students who traveled to Asia
and their experiences in adapting to the new culture. Chinese New Year was Sunday Feb. 18.

Condoms can reduce poverty and save trees. More
specifically, providing access to reproductive health
in the developing world is
crucial to decreasing impoverishment and conserving the
planet's natural resources.
This was the underlying
theme at two similar but separate events, both the Feb. 14
Green and Pink party, a fundraiser for the Seattle based
non-governmental organization One by One, and a Latin
American Studies presentation by the non-governmental organization Women's International News Gathering
Service (WINGS) on Feb.
15.
Here at UPS, amongst the
climate of international political economy, the wide
variety of international study
abroad programs and the increasing percentage of UPS
graduates partaking in international volunteer programs
like the Peace Corps, the issue of underdevelopment has
become a common topic for
discussion.
Senior Adrienne Lee attended both presentations.
She i4resident of Voices for
Planned Parenthood, VOX,
SEE PINK & GREEN PAGE 3

Students commemorate war survivbrs
ASUPS write-in candidate
Don't settle for who is on the
ballot, write in your dream candidate for this ASUPS election.
THUMBS PAGE 6
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It was more than just a day
for Japanese-Americans.
As a crowd gathered in the
Rotunda on Monday, Feb.
19 to listen to speaker Roger
Daniels and his lecture, titled
"Incarceration of Japanese
Americans, 1942-2007" and
commemorate the JapaneseAmericans that were placed
in internment camps during
the World War 11 era, Daniels urged all Americans to
remember that day.
"It is a day that all Americans should remember because it commemorates a
day of one of the biggest violations in civil liberties since
slavery," Daniels said.
Daniels urged for a remembrance of Feb. 19, because
sixty-five years ago on that
day, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt issued Executive
Order 9066, authorizing the
internment of thousands of

American citizens of Japanese ancestry and resident
aliens from Japan.
The order focused on the
removal of Japanese-Americans from the West Coast of
the United States, placing
them in internment camps
throughout the country.
Daniel's speech was introduced by English Professor Tamiko Nimura, whose
family was affected by the
incarceration of JapaneseAmericans.
"It is safe to say that I would
not be here, as Puget Sound's
first professor of AsianAmerican literature, without
this early knowledge of my
family's direct connection to
internment history," Nimura
said. "It encouraged my interest in Japanese-American
culture, it enlivened,my love
of Asian-American literature
[and] it energized my passion for issues of social justice and advocacy."
Daniels, who is a professor
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Cranes attached to the trees in memory of the Japanese students.
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Japanese
emeritus at the University of
Cincinnati and an acclaimed
Organization of American
Historians lecturer, then
spoke on the effects of the
executive order on JapaneseAmericans, its violation of
civil rights and how it continues to impact civil rights
policies in the United States.
Locally, the 1,052 Japanese-American residents living outside of Pierce County
were rounded up on May 16,
1942, and driven to a fairground near Puyallup where
they were incarcerated.
In Tacoma, JapaneseAmerican citizens were sent
to Pinedale, Calif., outside of
Fresno, two days later. They
took with them only what
they could carry.
Daniels continued to explain the conditions of the
interned citizens, many of
whom were housed in small
confinements and cattle barns
under the supervision of military guards.
"While soldiers there were
said to protect them, the guns
pointed in, not up," Daniels
said.
He also went into specific
cases where interned Japanese citizens fought the legal
system and demanded their
civil liberties.
Daniels ended the lecture
by using the internment of
the Japanese as an historical
analogy to the violation of
civil liberties that occurred
towards people of MiddleEastern descent by the American government following
the terrorist attacks of Sept.
11, 2001.
The lecture was part of a
month-long commemoration spearheaded by Diversity Theme Year and Asian
Pacific Americans Students
Union (APASU). This year
is the first time in recent history that UPS has had someone speak on the anniversary
date of the executive order
for internment of JapaneseAmericans.
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The week started off with
the UPS students who were
forced to leave school and
live in internment camps in
1942. The signs are up underneath the cherry trees,
adorned with origami cranes
made by APASU. The signs
and cranes serve as an annual
memorial to their story.
The cherry trees in the plaza outside of Wheelock Student Center also have a history of their own. They were
planted in 1992 in memory
of the UPS students in interment camps.
There is also a new display on the dish return wall
across from the Rotunda that
explains the trees and their
history, as well as including
brief information about Japanese internment history.
"We had been talking
about a more permanent display that could be put up to
explain what the signs were
about," Director of Multicultural Student Services
Yoshiko Matsui said.
The three part banner was
funded by donations from
Scott Higashi, '93. Higashi
was highly involved in the
campus community during
his years at UPS, participating in activities such as the
1992 dedication of the cherry
trees. The banner was produced last summer, and will
stay in Wheelock Student
Center until spring break.
The intention of the banner is to explain the efforts
made on campus to recognize the history of Japanese
internment camps and how
if affected students who were
enrolled in the school during
the World War II era, as well
as making the cause more
visible.
"I hope that even 65 years
later, people know that this is
part of their history," Matsui
said. "Even if it's as Daniels
said, a part of the bad history
that we don't want to remember."

UPS alumni shares real world
work experience with students
By Yujung Choi
yujungchoi@ ups .edu

News Editor

As students graduate, they
may wonder what they will
do for the rest of their lives.
This is where a little guidance becomes extremely
helpful. Because college
seniors are oftentimes undirected as to their future
lives, feedback from those
who have recently graduated
and joined the workforce can
come in handy. This is where
the Politics and Government
Department comes in. They
have been reaching out to
alums so that UPS will have
the opportunity to host more
speakers who can touch on
the struggle of landing a job
and more effectively relate to
graduating students.
Andrea Tull, '02 UPS alum,
spoke to students about her
experience during and after
college, inspiring students to
learn more about what they
can do during her presentation, The Democratic Majority In Congress on Feb. 20.
She now works as a legislative
assistant for Congressman
Adam Smith, in which her
job includes giving recommendation to Congressmen
before a bill is introduced to
the House floor. Giving recommendation requires her to
conduct an extensive research
of reading complex and dense
academic materials as well as
to combine all of her findings
and her opinions together.
Other responsibilities include returning citizens' responses such as mail, e-mail
and phone calls and attending Committee hearings,
markups, etc. Currently, Tull
is in charge of global health,
global poverty, development,
foreign assistance, economic
• Lan loves paper cranes. development and human and
women's rights worldwide in
The
House Foreign Affairs
Stay ConnectedCommittee.
Live on campus next year!
Tull shared with the students that her transition to
On-campus
working in the Congress was
not a difficult one. In her junHousing Lottery
th
ior and senior years at UPS,
Sunday, March 4 from
she participated in an intern1-7pm in Wheelock!
ship in Congressman Adam
Smith's District office.
Additionally, because there
have been UPS alums who
Lottery Info Sessions
have previously worked with
Murray Board Room
Congressman Smith before
Tues, Feb 20 @ Noon
Tull, she felt the atmosphere
at the office was even more
Wed, Feb 21 @ 5pm
welcoming.
Addressing pros and cons
On-campus students
about life on Capitol Hill,
will receive assigned
she expressed her personal
views on a viariety of topics
times via e-mail
such as lobbyists and what
life is like living in D.C.,
encouraging students to apOff-campus students wanting to
proach her with ease and ask
participate
questions.
Contact x3317 ASAP.
"When you're living in
D.C., and you meet someTo "homestead" (keep your current
one, you first introduce your
name, who you work for
room), stop by Residence Life before
and political stance of your
Feb. 23 if you want to live in Trimble,
boss," Tull said, telling stuor Feb 28 if living in any other hall.
dents about the details of the
idelogy that she faces while

living in D.C. and working explaining what the impact
on the Hill.
of recent elections is going
Tull also gave examples of to be.
how lobbyists can be helpful,
The presentation was spondemonstarting that common sored by the Politics and
stereotypes of them are not Government Department.
always true.
Lately, Politics and GovFor instance, lobby- ernment professors have acists show positive impacts tively been reaching out to
through combining the ef- alums with the hope that they
forts of MultiCare Health still return to UPS to speak to
System with the efforts of the current UPS students about
American Hospital Associa- what they can do after they
tion to enact legislation that graduate.
According
to
Politics
would benefit their group.
MultiCare Health System and Government professor
in Tacoma/Pierce County, Patrick O'Neil, in general,
which does not have as much there is no strong understandaccess to resources compared ing of which path to take afto the American Hospital As- ter graduation. The solution
sociation, can gain a tremen- to this problem is to provide
dous amount of support as the more sources from recent
result of a cohesive group. alums.
During her prsentation, Tull
The alums do more than
raised interesting issues such just answer current students'
as current change on the Hill questions. "Not only do they
[UPS alums] give advice to
after elections.
"Congressmen may vote the current students, but they
aginst a bill just because it also give confidence," O'Neil
was written by a different said.
party member. But now that Meanwhile, Tull plans to
there is Democratic majority continue working on healthin Congress, the Congress- care policy and wishes to
men will not be likely to come back to the Northwest
strongly oppose everything some time in the future.
• Yujung Choi doesn't
that comes from a different
need any advice on what to do
party, rather they will vote
after college, she is going to be
for the bills that they person
a heavy metal rock star.
ally believe in," said Tull,
-
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and glad to assist in spon- to help end obstetric fistula
soring events like these that worldwide. Obstetric fistuintroduce these issues to the la is a condition prevalent in
the developing world where
entire campus community.
"A university is an ideal modern surgery is unavailplace for students and com- able for the poor and where
munity activists," Lee said. young women become
"Activism and education of- mothers at ages as young as
ten.
ten unifies young people."
Young mothers endure fisAccording to the United
Nations, women do two- tula when they are in labor
thirds of the world's work, because their bodies are not
earn ten percent of the world's yet developed to give birth.
income and own one percent Pressure of the baby's head
of the world's property. As a on soft tissues in the birth
canal
result, it is
causes
a common
When a woman's voice and a hole
acknowledgement health are valued, she is better in the
that an in- able to advocate on her own be- mother's
vestment half for access to education about bladin women reproductive health and family der or
is an in- planning and for the protection of rectum,
vestment the natural resources essential to which
will leak
in devel- her children's survival.
-Sierra Club website
urine or
opment.
feces for
Poverty
the rest
is commonly a result of overpopu- of her life.
Similar to the subject matlation, which threatens the
world's natural resources. As ter at the Green and Pink
a result, reducing population party, the Latin American
growth is imperative to mini- Studies presentation, Guatemizing poverty and protect- mala: Reproductive Healthcare Solutions to Poverty,
ing natural resources.
In the developing world, was lead by Lisa Olason, a
women primarily do house- Seattleite and WINGS volhold chores like fetching wa- unteer.
According to Olason, fifter and gathering firewood
and food. When their natural ty-seven percent of Guateresources become scarce or malans live on less than two
polluted, it is the women's job dollars a day. Furthermore,
to find new sources of clean forty-nine percent of chilwater, firewood and food. dren under the age of five are
Thus;theirnale-becomes cru- undernourished and fifty per' cial to managenleilt and pro4- ' cent of women have a child
tection of natural resources. by the age of nineteen.
Increasing women's access After serving in the Peace
to reproductive health al- Corps in Colombia, Sue Patlows them the option of hav- terson founded WINGS to
ing smaller families. With help those in poverty in Guafewer children, women are temala. WINGS was foundmore likely to have sufficient ed to provide education and
resources to raise their fami- access to family planning and
lies and to have the ability to reproductive healthcare servbecome environmental stew- ices to improve the quality of
ards. life for Guatemalans. They
This was the message from believe that women need to
the film at the Green and have the ability to control
Pink party,
their ferIn 2006, WINGS gave over 497 tility.
"Find ing
Balance: talks, reaching over 11,000 people " T h e
Forests ... Education is a key component mother's
and Fain- in attaining a healthy community. health
Lisa Olason
benefits
ily Planthe health
ning
in
Madagasof all,"
car." In Madagascar, almost Olason said. "[Furthermore,
ninety percent of the rainfor- in Guatemala], the more chilest has been destroyed. It is dren they have, the higher the
hoped that providing repro- risk they have for contracting
ductive healthcare to Mada- cervical cancer."
gascar women can help sal- In Guatemala, women
vage the remaining forests.
are four times more likely
The purpose of a Green and to die from cervical cancer
Pink party is to draw attention over breast cancer. As well
to the connection between as family planning servwomen's health and environ- ices, WINGS also focuses
mental protection. The party on cervical cancer detection
setting with pink and green and treatment and educating
refreshments creates an at- young people on reproducmosphere for learning, giv- tive health.
ing and fun. Green and Pink "In 2006, WINGS gave
parties are a collaborative over 497 talks, reaching over
project between the Sierra 11,000 people," Olason said.
Club and One by One. "Education is a key compo"When a woman's voice nent in attaining a healthy
and health are valued, she community."
is better able to advocate on For more information on
her own behalf for access to the two events, visit we bsites
education about reproductive ww w. s ierraclu b . org/popu I ahealth and family planning tion/greenpink, www.fightand for the protection of the fistula.org and www.wingsnatural resources essential to guate.org .
her children's survival," reads • Johanna Wallner wants wings
to fly away from the rain and
the Sierra Club website.
find a sunny place to sir.
One by One raises money

Korean students visit UPS
to enhance English skills
By Alison Mesinger
amesinger@ups.edu
News Writer
At the start of this spring
semester, 18 business students from Cheunju, Korea,
were flown out to University
of Puget Sound to study the
English language and learn
the ways of American business.
This is the second year
that the Korean government
funded a two month, all-expenses-paid trip to Tacoma
so that 20 of Konkuk University's best business students
could learn English overseas
and interact with at least a
few of the 20,000 Koreanbased businesses that are stationed between Federal Way
and Olympia alone.
Mostly third and fourth
year students between 18 and
25, these students studied an
extensive amount of international trade, economics and
math in Korea.
While at UPS, however,
they have conversation hours
Monday through Thursday
in the lounge from 9 a.m. to
noon and a regular fieldtrip

on Fridays that seven UPS girls give a gift to a boy of
students are paid to organ- their choice; then in late
ize and attend. They are not March the boys reciprocate
actually enrolled in any other with a candy for a girl of
classes at this university, nor their choice.
One of the Korean students
do they live on campus. They
instead live with families said she had studied English
in Korea since she was ten,
who have houses nearby.
The exchange students but the exercises they did in
have already toured the larg- school were boring and reest businesses in the Seattle petitive.
"I think it's good to study
area, starting with Microsoft
and Boeing, as well as Cost- English in Korea, but it's a
co and several museums in really nice opportunity to
learn here in America, ' she
Tacoma.
"UPS has a very small in- said with a smile. "I hope
ternational community," said other Koreans can come to
James McCullough, director America [and have the same
of the Business Leadership experience]."
A few more students
program that oversees the
students' visit. "By bringing chimed in and said that their
Asian students to the cam- favorite activity during their
daily conversation hours
pus, it enhances diversity."
It also gives UPS students were crossword puzzles and
an international connection. playing Hangman.
The exchange students will
UPS is now going to send
the seven students working stay another month here and
with the exchange students continue to improve their
to Korea this summer with English as well as their infully paid tuition. teractions with the many KoLast week, the exchange rean-based businesses that
students made Valentines have flourished throughout
Day cards in the back lounge the greater Seattle area.
• Alison Mesinger eats kimchi,
of the Wheelock Student
bibimbab and bulgogi everyCenter. In Korea, only the
day, she is a Korean at heart.
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Foreign exchange students, visiting UPS for English and businesss classes, sit in the SUB lounge.

Security Report
Security staff responded to, or received reports of, the following incidents on campus
between Feb. 14, 2007 and Feb. 20, 2007:
February 14: A staff member reported her vehicle was broken into while it was parked
near Wyatt Hall. Her stereo and some expensive athletic equipment were taken from the
vehicle. It is believed the vehicle was entered by unlocking the passenger side door with a
coat hanger.
February 14: A student reported her vehicle was broken into while it was parked near
the Fieldhouse. Her backpack and expensive athletic equipment were taken. Most of the
victim's items were recovered in the parking lot near Wyatt Hall.
February 15: Extensive graffiti was discovered in the men's restrooms on three floors of
McIntyre Hall. The graffiti appears to have been done by the same person and contains the
familiar "SVE" signature. To date this school year, the "SVE" vandal has caused significant damage to University property — mostly in McIntyre and the Library. Repair costs are
high. Security staff is working on a few leads in an effort to identify the suspect's. There is
a $250.00 reward for information leading to the identity of the person's responsible. Please
contact Security if you can help.
February 16: A student reported his 1994 Honda Prelude was stolen from the parking lot
near Smith Hall sometime in the last two weeks. He said it had a flat tire and that he hadn't
used it in a few weeks. Consequently, he couldn't be sure when it was taken.
February 17: A student in Todd/Phibbs reported someone had operated a fire extinguisher
inside his room which covered his entire room with dry chemical dust. The student said he
left his room unlocked and later returned to find the damage.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham

COMICS & CLASSIFIEDS

"HEY YOU," Deli gals, I
just love it when you smear
your egg salad all over my
toasted hoagie.
"HEY YOU," go to
CockTales on Feb 23 at 7:00
p.m. or 9:30 p.m. and Feb 24
at 9:00 p.m. in the Rotunda!
"HEY YOU," androgynous
person in the SUB, stop
taking my salad.
"HEY YOU," there's only
one way to shut me up ... try
to find out what it is.

"HEY YOU," UPS, CLASSIFIED
bathrooms: you are making
the lives of the library President's day is a national
holiday that should be For sale:
employees really awkward.
observed.
Duplex 626 N. Steele,
"HEY YOU," you were my
"HEY YOU," we had a $274,500, 3 bdrm.
friends, but now you ignore
class together last year and
me. What's up?
talked at a party. Come say 3914 N. 14th, $259,500.
"HEY YOU," got February `hi' when you're not drunk.
Aleta Benedicto,
blahs? Go get some
"HEY YOU," why didn't Williams Properties, LLC
discounted Valentine candy.
you ask me to be your For more information
"HEY YOU," go get a Valentine?
"HEY YOU," bring a tissue
call:
to class so you stop sniffling. mocha at the Oppenhiemer
"HEY YOU," way to be 253-219-2654 and ask for
Cafe and watch the rain drip
graduating.
"HEY YOU," cafe friends, down the glass.
Aleta Benedicto.
where did you go?
"HEY YOU," it's okay to
"HEY YOU," freshmen, talk about sex.
keep it down.
"HEY YOU," don't talk on
"HEY YOU," 49er guy your cell phone while you're
good choice taking Webber's in the bathroom.
class, now I have something
"HEY YOU," silencio
pretty to look at.
silencio
silencio.
for
"HEY YOU," book. Read
"HEY YOU," seniors, you
yourself.
can vote too. Just go to asups.
"HEY YOU," cute boy ups.edu.
in the cafe, make a move
"HEY YOU," new friend,
already. I can only order so
Services include:
let's giggle.
many lattes.

FREE

Birth Control
One Year!
at Planned
Parenthood

Annual exam and
counseling
Birth control pills, IUD,
foam, the shot, vaginal
ring, diaphragm, condoms,
the patch
Emergency contraception

"HEY YOU," CSOC 204,
"HEY YOU," I like your
212, 202, you rock.
"HEY YOU," stop asking beard. Wanna get naked?
me what I'm going to do with
"HEY YOU," Eco-Fest
"HEY YOU," KUPS DJs;
my major.
just because it's your show coordinators, try putting up a
"HEY YOU," Ubiquitous doesn't mean that you should few more flyers.
They, you guys rocked at ignore your listeners.
"HEY YOU," girl who is
TAG.
"HEY YOU," McDreamy way too good for me in my
"HEY YOU," professors. thief. You McSuck. Love, astro class ... I love you.
Please fail me so that I won't The Cellar.
"HEY YOU," Facebook is
have to go out into the real
world yet. Love, a Graduating
"HEY YOU," keep giving not to be used as a forum to
me sex advice Lights Out break up with people.
Senior.
Liz.
"HEY YOU," don't talk on
"HEY YOU," sandwich
"HEY YOU," creeper who your phone in the library.
artist at the SUB: never have
I seen such dexterity in the art writes raffiti in the lib
of crossaint-cutting. Bravo.
Facebook Chronicles: Part 2
"HEY YOU," freshmen. To
gain the respect of your peers
and your professors, bring
Krispy Kremes to class.

Call to see
if you qualify.
Everything
is confidential.

Planned Parenthood'

1-800-230-PLAN

www.ppww.org

Hey, watt' Yon didn't rot
throwiny Jambe Juice at me,
as one of your interests That
action was Impossible

C2007 E l lio t Tro tter

"HEY YOU," security
boys. Can you escort me
home sometime and let me
feel your flashlight?
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"HEY YOU," new Greeks,
good job buying your
friends.
Now 1 um LinJerstund everytrimy
060.1' everyone and determine octions

through of armed ■ nterence , Chicken
1 con rea d you like book!

CLASSIFIEDS
POLICY
The Trail shall not be held liable
for the content or accuracy of its
Hey You ads. The opinions of the
"Hey You" ads do not represent the
opinions of The Trail or The Trail
Staff. No paid members of The
Trail editorial staff may submit "Hey
You" ads. No personal names are
allowed in the "Hey You" ads. The
Trail reserves the right to modify or
discontinue any and all parts of the
ad. and without notice. The reader
agrees not to use the The Trail's
"Hey You" ad section to create
damaging, unlawful, harmful or
threatening content; commit libel or
false accusations; be false, inaccurate
or misleading; or discriminate in any
way shape or form. Although The
Trail strives to accurately portray
each reader's classified or "Hey You"
ad. providing a service for the UPS
community, The Trail always has the
final say in the final copy of the "Hey
You" ad section.

To submit a "Hey You" ad,
email:

trailheyyou@ups.edu

ACROSS
1. "Can't Get No

"

Music student's perform-

ance
Newspaper story
Group of herons
Campus guest composer
Roberto visiting Feb. 23
Like some contributions
and organizations
Office note
18. Many a Spring Break
plan, with "trip"
20. Organized mortgage payments again
22. Like the location of some
hard drives
24. Issue
26. Latticework structure
27.Common herb in Italian
food
28. Mentally tough

DOWN

CROSSWOR
1

2

8

■

3

6

9

11

10

13

12

"Good job!"

14
16

15

18

■

17
20

19

22

21

24

23
25
27

26

UPS Spring theater production this weekend
Undecided, with "up"
Crease
Kent Brockman and
Krusty the Clown airer
Opposite of exter

28

Courtesy of Crosscurrents

■

UPS publication that
wants YOUR submissions!
Partial intermediate of
electricity
14. Charlie Dalton portrayer
in Dead Poet's Society
17. Roman temple
19. Like a gallery without its
pieces
21. Miniature baked good
23. Straight edge
25. Word after book and
computer
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Draining Diversity LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
By Walid Zafar

wzafar@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
According to the
Executive Summary of the University's Diversity
Planning Task Force, this administration aims to promote
a diverse campus community
to "prepare students effectively for leadership in a pluralistic world." Obviously, in
order to achieve such a goal,
we would need to "increase
the number of students, staff,
and faculty from underrepresented minority groups." As
a member of the Minority
Logger Society, I commend
the school for its "progressive" mindset. Nonetheless, I
question the administration's
means of achieving diversity,
a word that seems to confuse
those in the ivory tower.
In 1974, there were approximately 99 African American students attending UPS.
By 1985, that number had
dropped to 42. What would
warrant such an exodus from
this great institution, a bastion
of intellect? Sarcasm aside,
the number of African American students declined as
tuition increased. As former
President Philip Phibbs put it,
"The central issue — and it's
important that we not be distracted from it — is financial
aid.".4 a,- IPA

If it is understood
that raising tuition decreases the likelihood
that minority students
would be willing to
fill the hallowed halls
of Wyatt and drink
from the fountains of
Wheelock, than how
do we rationalize a yearly increase in tuition coupled with
nefarious penalties for such
criminally offensive actions
as deciding to pay your tuition
in installments rather than as a
lump sum? If the University
is honestly pursuing the goal
of preparing students for a
pluralistic world, is this a lesson in how banks are going to
take advantage of us?
They seem to have an obsession with racial diversity.
Why do we need racial diversity and not social diversity?
Perhaps they are one in the
same but so long as we are
fixated on a specific concept
of diversity, we will never be
truly prepared for a "pluralistic world."
In order to achieve true diversity in terms of culture and
what individuals can contribute, it ultimately boils down
to class and where students
come from. There is much
greater diversity between
two white students, one from
Seattle and the other from
Walla Walla than there is between a white student and a
SEE
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Write-in Protest
By Chris Van Vechten

reb09281@aol.com
Opinions Editor
As some of you may
have heard, on Feb. 14,
2007, Trail columnist
Walid Zafar and I announced our intention to run
together as write-in candidates for the executive offices of ASUPS. Walid, an
orphaned Afghan native from
Kabul, has thus become UPS'
first Muslim candidate ever to
run for the office of vice president. Together we may have
even set a national precedent
by participating in what may
be the first collegiate election
that has featured a Jew and a
Muslim running on the same
ticket: the V&Z campaign.
Yet we have neither set out
to break barriers, nor even
to actually win the election. Rather, we campaign
to expose what we consider
to be ASUPS' perversion of
democracy – a slew of laws
specifically designed to marginalize and discriminate
against write-in candidates.
Write-in candidates are
both officially illegal and
fully acceptable according
to the 2007 ASUPS Election
Packet. Section I.G claims
they are allowed to "run,"
while Vice President Chelsea Howes' cover sheet states
they are "forbidden" to "campaign." In short, write-ins are
effectively forced to comply
with all the requirements that
are necessary for a candidate

to have his/her
name on the
ballot, without
receiving any
of the benefits:
much less their
name on the
ballot.
reThese
quirements include: collecting 70 student signatures for
each candidate; refrain from
any form of campaigning (including through Facebook)
until approved by ASUPS;
and, most disturbing of all,
every would-be candidate
must first interview with (and
be approved by) an ASUPS
officer, in order for his/her
votes to be counted. (See
section I.B. of the 2007 Election Packet.) In other words,
ASUPS' can legally – though
certainly not morally – disqualify any candidate they
dislike.
There are also harsh spending limits coupled with many
insane regulations against
publicity – including a clause
in section I.G which implies
that write-in candidates can
only campaign as write-ins
after the deadline for names
on the ballot has expired
(which is a mere 24 hours before the polls open).
Naturally, Walid and I
have refused to submit to
any of these requirements.
Fundamentally we don't feel
the need to be validated by
ASUPS. Only God and the
students of this campus can
SEE
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Dear Editor,
I sat back for the past two
weeks, silently reading while
non-members our Greek
Community at Puget Sound
bash it, uneducated. I feel
I speak for most members
when I say it is articles and
cartoons like those published
in the last two editions of the
Trail that contribute to the
negative stereotype many
have of Greek life. However,
the information in print could
not be farther from an accurate representation in many
respects.
I have been a member of
Puget Sound's Greek Community since I was a first
year student. I participated in
formal recruitment, pledged
a sorority and then became
involved in Panhellenic, the
association that governs all
of the Greek organizations
on campus. This year as the
Director of recruitment, I facilitated the structured interaction between the Potential
New Members (PNMs) and
active sorority members. After the article was published
in the February 9th edition
of the Trail, without being consulted or questioned
about the actual process, I
was unsurprised to read on
and find many errors. The
terms 'Rush' and 'Rushee'
were amended years ago to
'Recruitment' and 'Potential
New Member.' This change
was initiated by the National
Panhellenic Conference in an

Dear Editor,
As the current President of
the Inter-Fraternity Council, I
am constantly presented with
the challenge of competing
with the bad reputation and
misconceptions about the
Greek community here at
UPS. Each year, members
of the Greek system devote
countless hours to improving
our campus and the surrounding community. However, it
seems that all this hard work
and dedication is ruined by a
few people who know little
about Greek Life.
It seems that much of the
controversy surrounding the
Greek system stems from
the tradition of crossover.
Crossover is the most visible Greek event throughout
campus where new members
"cross over" Union Avenue
and join our community.
Outsiders see the event as a
day-long binge drinking session full of bad decisions.
They often question the safety of crossover and why we
need to have the event to begin with. What people outside the Greek community
fail to see is what crossover
celebrates. Crossover is the
culmination of all the hard

attempt to mend the negative
connotations each carried.
The use of both terms by the
writer at the Trail and Letter
to the Editor was a red flag
to any member of our Cornmunity not to take either's
words seriously.
We had 124 women register for Formal Recruitment
this year, a significant jump
from the last. The process
for matching women with
sororities, called Mutual
Selection, enables the PNM
to have just as much say in
choosing which house she
feels most comfortable in as
the ladies of the sororities
do. This process enabled us
to match 96% of the PNMs
to sororities. This is fantastic, and I do not believe that
the numbers published in the
February 9 issue of The Trail
gave a true representation of
distribution. Yes, some sororities ended up with more
New Members than others.
but that is not the end result. Since recruitment, over
8 women have also become
new members.
Although I am very proud
to say that we were able to
help 96% of the women who
put themselves out there to
meet new people, there are
unfortunately the few that
didn't find a fit. Recruitment is a very stressful time
for everyone involved, the
PNMs, chapter members,
and rho-gammas. Being a
rho-gamma, unable to participate in chapter events for

a semester, wear the identifying letters of the group each
is so proud to be a part of,
and console distraught first
year students is probably not
at the top of anyone's desired
job description. I truly support each of my rho-gammas
who dedicated their semester
to helping our Greek Cornmunity continue to grow.
The misrepresentations,
stereotypical cartoons, and
uneducated responses to Recruitment and Greek Life are
perpetuating what we work
so hard to dispel. Unfortunately each year someone
attempts to belittle our Community. Our members are
some of the most involved
individuals on and off campus. We have Residential
Life, ASUPS and varsity
sports leaders. We dedicate
over 2,000 hours annually
to philanthropies, and raised
over $30,000 last year to
give to these organizations.
We consistently have a higher average GPA than those
not affiliated. Why are we
constantly put in a position
to defend ourselves? If some
people just simply looked,
they would see that our Community upholds better morals
and is a better representation
of character than most. In my
eyes there really is no better
time to be Greek at UPS.

work that went into recruitment. and the celebration of
the beginning of life-long
friendships with new members. I would be ignorant
myself to dismiss the concerns surrounding crossover,
however, there will be measures taken in the future to ensure the safety of all students
involved.
It really bothers me when
the criticism of crossover
turns into an article full of
accusations and generalizations about the morals of
Fraternity men. Back in the
1970s and 1980s, being a
part of Greek life was a very
unsafe thing to do. Alcohol
and drug abuse was rampant;
hazing and sexual assault
certainly occurred. However, today it is much different.
The men of the Greek community here at UPS are men
of strong morals, who are far
different from the "frat boy"
image.
Instead of being bashed
with uneducated stereotypes,
Greeks should be recognized
for our involvement at UPS.
Members of the Greek community are leaders in many
campus organizations such
as ASUPS, varsity/club athletics, and student develop-

ment. Greek houses dedicate
countless hours to philanthropy, greatly benefiting the
community around UPS. The
average GPA for the Greek
system is always significantly higher than the average for
the rest of campus, and the
Greek Alumni consistently
donate more money to our
University. UPS would not
be the great place it is today
without involvement from
the Greek system, and it is
a shame we are constantly
confronted with uneducated
stereotypes.
I feel that, each year, the
Greek system here at UPS
continues to get stronger,
and I am very proud to be
a part of the community. I
hope that this letter gets rid
of some misconceptions and
the bad reputation surrounding Greek Life. I wrote this
letter in the hopes of convincing people around campus to
formulate their own opinions
about the Greek system, not
listen to the opinions of ignorant individuals.

Sincerely,
Carlie Meader
Class of '07

Sincerely,
Ryan Gustafson
IFC President

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to all articles or important issues by writing a letter to the Editor.
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board. The
Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter that is submitted for publication. Letters must be signed
with a full name and contact information and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may
be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to CMB 1095.

If possible, letters should be shorter than 400 words.
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Living best years of life
by suggesting that
there may be good
things in store for
us as well. Uncertainty is, after all,
Sometimes peoa two-sided conple say things that
cept. Life is full
are just really dumb.
of possibilities for
Most of the time
continued intellecthese statements are fairly tual development, travel and
innocuous but sometimes the establishment of meanthey're actually kind of fun- ingful relationships, and by
ny. From time-to-time even no means do these possibiliI enjoy making asinine com- ties end with college. That's
ments on purpose, just for just silly. College is simply
laughs. However, there are supposed to prepare us for
a few disturbingly common seizing and making the most
expressions that I make it a of those opportunities as they
policy never to use. These come along.
are phrases so obtuse that
Besides, there's no reason
they border on being morally to abandon all the things that
reprehensible. They include enrich our lives now upon
gems like "Everything hap- graduation. I, for one, inpens for a reason," "Because tend always to have room in
I said so," and "This is dis- my life for: friends, family,
gusting. Try some!" As infu- books, concerts, hiking, naps,
riating as those examples can corn dogs, bubble wrap, singbe, the one that really frosts ing, dancing, stalking, etc. In
my cookies is "These are the addition, I plan to make room
best years of your life."
for other sources of personal
Now that I'm in college fulfillment such as profesI hear that sentence all the sional success, marriage,
time, almost exclusively from children and the chance to
"grown-ups." It's typically smother those children with
accompanied by a far away, asinine platitudes.
misty-eyed expression. The
"These are the best years
speaker is lost in thought, en- of your life," implies that at
visioning what
some point,
they recall as
presumably
their own glory
soon after
Life is a succession college,
days. It's easy
life
to see why they of alternating periods becomes
feel this way. of contentment and mediocre.
There are so misery.
Every permany ways in
son has one
which college
period
in
is really great.
their
lifeCollege students are ex- time that is their heyday, and
posed to unprecedented op- the rest of their days are just
portunities for intellectual, filler—an unspecified length
social and cultural stimula- of time in which they are just
tion and growth. There are a going through the motions,
million ways to spread your waiting for death. While this
wings and find your niche. theory may prove true for
You can play a sport, write specific individuals, I reject
a play, join a fraternity, run it for myself and the general
for office, study abroad, as- populous and offer
sist a professor in scientific this alternative: life
research, or if you're really is a succession of
cool and special, write for the alternating periods
student newspaper. In col- of contentment and
lege there are no parents, no misery. While there
curfews and no shortages of are particular times,
liquor. It truly is a fantastic such as college, that
situation.
are generally happy
College life appears espe- for most people who
cially rosy when compared experience them, it's
to life immediately follow- impossible to say
ing graduation. Periods of how they rank in the
transition are always tough, overall spectrum of
but the transition into full, an individual's life.
unadulterated adulthood has The individual might
to be particularly scary. The indeed have enjoyed
future is uncertain, the stakes college, but might
are high and there's no go- find even greater
ing back. The few events in happiness later on.
adult life that are foreseeable On the other hand,
are not the sort that we pre- sometimes periods
fer to look forward to. There that are supposed to
will be physical aging, finan- be happy are marred
cial insecurity and loss, not to by unhappy events.
mention the ever advancing
Many people get
specter of our own mortality. to know uncertainty,
However, I don't think I'm loss, and/or financial
being too much of a Pollyanna insecurity long be-

By Beth Murdock
emurdock@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
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fore they even make it to college, let alone graduate.
Whenever someone tells
me that I'm currently in "the
best years of my life," I want
to ask them exactly how many
years are included in this period and what they suggest I
do when those years are finished. Since, in theory, none
of the subsequent years of
my life will be good as these,
maybe there's not really any
point in my continuing to live
after they've ended.
In any event, I think it's important to know an exact end
date. I certainly wouldn't
want to be caught off guard,
or worse, to just keep rolling
along, completely unaware
that my life had begun its inevitable slow decline into tedium and depression.
It's awfully presumptuous
to tell someone when "the
best years of their life" will
be. It implies that all of their
experiences are meaningless
because someone else has already lived them. Even if the
statement turns out to be fact,
it's still a stupid and pointless thing to say. There's no
way anyone could hear it and
believe it about themselves.
Knowing exactly how one's
life is going to turn out
renders the whole exercise of
living kind of pointless. I find
it necessary to approach each
day with the belief that things
can always get better and
anything is possible. (Some
people call this "hope.")
I don't want to attempt to
pick out my best year or best
day or best moment until all
of my years, days, and moments are finished. Whenever anyone tries to pick for
me, I just smile sweetly and
tell them to go to Hell.

Romans

Beth Murdock's life will be
much, much happier than
yours.
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black student that attended knowledging that we live in
the same prestigious private an unequal society. The goal
high school in Olympia.
then is not to celebrate our inWhile we do need to make equalities but to fight against
UPS more colorful, colorful them.
should never mean recruiting
As part of its diversification
for the sake of ensuring that program, the administration
all the rich
instituted the
kids come in
Climate for Dithe appropriversity Survey
ate colors. If
Diversity goes be- in the spring
you get 2,700 yond race and is fun- of 2006. The
rich kids from damentally about results: appar2,700 differently, there are
ent cultures class and life experi- fewer conservand socie- ences.
ative students
ties, how will
at UPS, so we
that prepare
need to stop
anyone for a
harassing in"pluralistic world?" The only dividuals who support a war
diversity in such a situation of imperialism that has killed
will be the diversification of millions of brown children
their parents' portfolios that yet find abortion morally reppays for their educations.
rehensible. Get real.
Diversity goes beyond race
One of the very last findings
and is fundamentally a bout of the survey reads: "Students
class and life experiences. with much less disposable inWhat would an African Amer- come than average rated the
ican student contribute to our climate for socioeconomic
school if all people in this na- differences less positively
tion were treated as equals? than other students and were
The simple reason why there more likely to agree that they
is such a dichotomy between don't participate in some edthe experiences of whites and ucational and extracurricular
minonty groups in this coun- activities because they can't
try is because minority groups afford to participate." Why
are deprived, neglected and is this not the most important
often times openly oppressed. consideration? Why do the
Simply put, it is racism that recommendations pertaincauses the great differences ing to diversity that followed
between white students and exclude any reference to the
students of color.
greatest fault of our society,
If we accept the idea that social inequality?
racism is a structural probThe fact that students canlem, which is a hard proposi- not afford to participate in
tion to refute, then the reason certain activities because they
we do not have cultural diver- cannot pay should supersede
sity in the first place is due to any consideration of making
structural inequality. There- the school colorful, especialfore, the best plan for increas- ly if the school's definition of
ing "the number of students, color is determined by green.
staff, and faculty from underIf my considerations are irrepresented minority groups" relevant, the bright side is at
should be to fight institutional least we will have colorful
racism. Acknowledging that rich alumni some day.
Walid Zafar is running for
there are differences between
ASUPS' VP. To vote for him,
the experiences of whites and
write the letter "Z" on the
blacks is in many ways ac-

Here Lies
ANNA NICOLE

SMITH
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ballot.

Here Lies

NETWORK
CREDIBILITY
NBC

"-Iln4"
Once a guiding
beacon, that is
now sadly gone

Her talents were
enormous, and will
be missed

PHIL MOC.
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ASUPS'
write-in
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From The Brighter Side: Denouncing sports
A Faculty Contribution

ed athletes. Schools
that can afford to give
aalbro@ups.edu
athletic scholarships,
Opinions Writer
for example.
So, to all the UPS
The University
athletes that think
of Puget Sound
they're the s**t beis probably best
cause of their athletic
known for the fact
ability, I pose this
that it shares an acronym with question: why in God's name
a relatively popular package are you at UPS?
delivery service. But only
If they were really so talslightly less well known is ented, what stopped them
the fact that the student ath- from going to UW, or the UC
letes at UPS (not the brown schools? If their sport is reone, the maroon one) are the ally that important to them,
be all and end all of athletic why wouldn't they attempt
specimens. Right?
to find an environment that is
Oops, I was being sarcastic. conducive to their interests?
I hate it when
Granted,
that happens.
I probably
Now, let me
wouldn't
explain.
athletes at this school have swum
It
seems need to recognize their or rowed
unusual
to place.
if I had
me that some
gone to a
students at
D-I or D-II
this school
school, but
seems to hold on to ideas that was because I was spethey acquired from the high cifically looking for the athschool society handbook; i.e. letic environment that UPS
that athletes/jocks are some- provides. Here, my level of
how inherently better than dedication to my sports can
the rest of the population.
be balanced effectively with
It also plagues me that these my desire to progress acaindividuals chose to come to demically.
a private liberal arts school
Yes, some of the otherwise
better known for its academic stereotypical jocks are in fact
reputation than its ability to brilliant. But the fact of the
turn out the next set of Olym- matter is that these individupians every graduating class. als must choose which path
Yet they applied. And even they wish to follow.
more surpnsing, they were
If you want to be a profesaccepted.
sional athlete, great. Do it.
The merits of UPS students Do it well. I hope you acaside, the point is that ath- complish great things.
letes at this school need to
But UPS is not the guide
recognize their place. Yes, for that path. UPS is a prithey are athletes. Good for vate liberal arts university
them. They should be com- focused on the academic
mended for their dedication advancement of its students.
to athleticism.
This is not the place to be if
However, they are not bet- you want to define yourself
ter than me. In fact, they are through your athleticism.
not better than anyone here.
In all reality this is a plea to
And moreover, they are not those students that feel they
the best athletes around.
are better than me because
You see, UPS is a Division they're on whatever sports
III school. This means that team here. Please get over
there are two divisions above yourself.
us that draw the more talentAaron Albro is a brave, brave

By Aaron Albro

By Julian Edgoose
and Amy Ryken
Guest Faculty Writers
At some point during your
time at Puget Sound you
will choose a major and,
perhaps, a minor. Whatever
the reasons for your choices – passion, future plans,
networking – you will be
affiliating with an intellectual "discipline" that makes
sense of the world in a certain way. We want to pose a
question you might not have
considered before: what are
the ethical consequences of
choosing to see and study the
world in the ways practiced
in your major? Considering
this question helps us to explore the very nature of our
education in more challenging and revealing ways.
The disciplines emerged
over the centuries as scholars developed shared foundational assumptions about
what they would focus on,
ignore, and value. Those assumptions and omissions are
questioned by scholars who
critique and test the limits
and conventions of each discipline. This does not imply
that we should discard the
disciplines – something neither possible nor desirable
– as they have immensely
added to our understanding of the world. Rather,
these foundational questions
can help us become alert to
the ways that, for all their
strengths, the disciplines
can also limit our views of
the world. So what kind of
thinking does your major/minor sanction? Or, to push the
question even further, what
kind of life does it encourage
you to lead?
We found that talking about
the disciplines supported
very interesting conversations between us. Below are
questions we have generated

about some of the core disciplines.
Art: Has the separating out of an aesthetic realm
from everyday life allowed
us to ignore aesthetics elsewhere in life? To what does
this division blind us?
Biology: What are the
consequences of believing
that the living world can be
clearly divided from the nonliving? What does this division allow us to do to the
non-living?
Chemistry: What are
the consequences of believing that the world is made
up of chemical elements,
rather than dirt, rocks, muddy streams and so on? How
does that affect our interactions with that dirt, or those
rocks and streams?
English: What are the
real world consequences of
believing that written words
can capture life's experiences – love, a kiss, death,
mourning, guilt? To what has
this writing numbed us?
History: What are the
real world consequences of
believing that we can tell
a coherent story about the
past? What gets left out for
the sake of coherence? For
what do we avoid feeling responsible?
Mathematics: What are
the consequences of believing that numbers exist abstractly and separate from
our lived lives? Can everything of meaning and value
be quantified?
Philosophy: What are
the real world consequences
of believing that there is a
realm of pure ideas separate
from the social and historical conditions that created
them? (In his lecture at the
Race and Pedagogy conference last September, Professor Lucius Outlaw modeled
this type of questioning by
exposing how philosophy,
the "highest" discipline, ig-

nored injustice, while claiming to define the very nature
of justice.)
Political Science: What
are the consequences of believing that we can understand the processes by which
societies change? What types
of individual options and actions does that make invisible?
Psychology: What are
the consequences of believing that the intelligible structures of the mind that we can
discern can be used as norms
to judge others?
While the list above does
not included all the disciplines, no discipline lacks
core assumptions. For example, we both teach in the
field of education which
assumes that teachers can
plan for another's learning
and because of that assumption, often blames those who
do not learn as planned. All
disciplines are subject to critique – what questions can
you generate?
One response to the limits of disciplines has been
to form interdisciplinary
programs. Many interdisciplinary programs at Puget
Sound (such as Gender Studies, African-American Studies, Latin American Studies,
and Environmental Studies)
are positioned to address
what has historically been
omitted from the traditional
disciplines. Yet they only do
so under the assumption that
studying something is a form
of political activism. When
we look at the state of the environment or at the distribution of power by gender and
race in the world, perhaps
the jury is still out on that assumption.
To continue the conversation, join us for a panel
discussion hosted by Gender Studies on March 22,
2007 from 4:00-5:30 p.m. in
Howarth 212.

man.

PROTEST
qualify us as worthy candidates. However, we have chosen to run a fully sustainable
campaign without posters,
sidewalk chalk or spending a
single penny. And despite the
skeptics, ASUPS' decision to
bar us from the debates, a
perpetual seesaw of "clarifications" and threats regarding our impending disqualification: V&Z remain on track
for a major electoral upset.
Here's our argument: for
most of us, ASUPS is irrelevant. Nonetheless, college is
where most students first become familiar with politics,
activism and indeed voting.
In short, our conception of
democracy is largely shaped

CONT. FROM PAGE

by what we experience in
ours classrooms, our clubs
and organizations, even in
our student government.
Therefore, when students
surrender their right to vote
for candidates who are not
pre-approved by their student government, both their
growth and their conception of democracy is forever
tainted. While they may still
mature into adults and even
successful white-collar professionals, their notion of
freedom will remain forever
juvenile and fickle. In a time
when habeas corpus and the
right of a citizen to remain secure within his own home is
threatened by the Patriot and

ip

Military Commission acts,
we must all recognize that
those who do not bother to
learn their rights are destined
to lose them. And so we must
resist.
Please do not misunderstand
me. I would never be so cruel
as to compare ASUPS to the
Bush Administration. Walid
and I recognize that these
policies were enacted with
the best interest of the student
body at heart. Nonetheless,
they were hastily constructed
by an administration that was
still recovering from the legacy of Alex Israel, a controversial write-in candidate who
bought votes with donuts and
who was later accused of rul-

Not knowBJs
ing what a
—-o
"BJ" is

ip
—.1

ing the Senate with an iron
fist.
While all this may have been
true, it is not ASUPS' responsibility – nor is it their place
– to protect the student body
from future Alex Israels. If
students are shallow enough
to sell their votes for donuts,
well, those are the sacrifices
we'll have to accept. The future of democracy, rule by the
majority, is far more precious
than ASUPS' security. Besides, it's not like spending
caps or poster regulations are
enough to take the shallowness out of ASUPS elections,
which in recent years have
become nothing but an occasion for when "It's Time" to

Cherry
blossoms

5

"Get a Hart on" for "The Jew
for You."
This is why Walid and 1
have entered the race. We
campaign against no one but
for everyone. Our intention
is to raise an issue that is not
being discussed, and to put
pressure on whoever does
win the election to make removing these discriminatory
and un-democratic regulations their first act upon corning to office.
Consider this an electoral
insurgency to save the system, not control it.
Chris Van Vechten is running
for ASUPS Prez. To vote for
him, write the letter "V" on the
ballot.

dp

Japanese
internment
camps
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At the Cult Classics House, Victoria
Kutasz, Adrienne Olson, Christina Donnelly and
Katherine Lind like to "turn it up to 11."
Besides "This is Spinal Tap", the housemates
enjoy a eclectic variety of movies that have
developed a cult following: Donnelly enjoys Wes
Anderson films; Lind's favorite movie is "Harold and Maude", Kutasz prefers "Rocky Horror

Picture Show" and "Hedwig and the Angry
Inch" while Olson likes musicals — especially those by the Beatles.
They created the Cult Classics House last
year after investigating alternative housing
options, as opposed to living in dorms for
another year.
"We are all really into movies," Donnelly
said. They also admired the theme house
program.
Copyright laws make it difficult for the
house to advertise film viewings publicly
to the campus, but they do regularly show
films, announced on a private listserve.
Movie viewings are regularly accompanied by an
academic discussion of the film.
Popular events have included a Halloween dance
party featuring the music of cult soundtracks, and
a recent screening of the film "Ghost World" in
conjunction with the Comic House, which ended
in a discussion comparing the film to its comic
source material.

Created with the intent of bridging the gap
between learning and living environments,
the Theme Houses are a feature that is
unique to the UPS campus community.
For a full listing of the current
theme houses on campus, as well as additional information regarding applications,
please visit the UPS website link below.
http://www.ups.edu/x5064.xml
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The Religious Exploration
House (a.k.a. REX) began
its life as a club last year,
founded by religion majors
Francesca Cannata-Bowman, Heather Gillooly, Adam
Mishimura and Alex Bronson.
They decided to convert the
club into a theme house in
r to foster more cohesive
eetings, adding housemate
Anya Sharman in the process.
REX's stated goal is to
"offer students a comfortable
environment to learn about
the world's religions." Sharman says most of the housemates are not religiously affiliated themselves, but rather

"academically religious."
House events have
encompassed a wide range of
religious events, from attending Native American Pow
Wows to making Christmas
cards. One
of the most
popular events
was a carpool
trip to an apple orchard
in order to
celebrate the
harvest.
Sharman says the
house tries to
present events

While the Theme Houses on campus remain popular options for
on campus housing, The University also has other options for
students wishing to live with others who share the same interests,
beliefs, or values.
Adventure Education Living & Learning Center
Healthy Options Floor
Honors Program House Substance-Free Floor
Humanities Seminar Floor
Language Houses (Alson on Theme Row)
Langages & Culture Floor

9
related to a wide mixture of
religions.
"We want to bring
them together more, and have
people understand more of
them," stated Sharman.
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Eating quality Asian in Tacoma
By Jordan Barber
jebarber@ups.edu
A&E Writer
As students, our choices to
eat lavishly are confined by
both our wallet and our transportation. Because of these
restrictions, we choose where
we eat out pretty carefully
— after all, you can only escape from the SUB every so
often. With that in mind, The
Trail occasionally presents
students with possible food
offerings to help make your
eating experience the best
possible.
East Asian foods are
strangely popular around
campus — the Chinese, Thai
and Japanese restaurants far
outnumber any other cuisines
available within our vicinity. Many simply cater to
American familiarities and
are not worth the time it takes
to eat their food (unless that
is what you are after). There
are some, however, that are
worth the trip.
Happy Dragon on 6th and
Orchard Plaza is a Chinese
restaurant that has genuinely
good food, with a fair degree
of authenticity. It caters to familiarity, but there are many
items that are interesting and
unfamiliar, allowing for people to experiment with the
Chinese food palate without
going too far from recognizable dishes. No matter what
itpresents, the food is generally very good. I will say that
Happy Dragon is a good Chinese restaurant; but I must
also stress that it bends rather
towards American Chinese
food. If you keep this in mind
while eating, you will have a
quality experience.
The place itself does not
feel very Chinese. The décor has strange irregularities
such as art deco lighting and
kitschy oriental statues. This
is not really the point — you
will not notice those things
once you are eating. Their
food ranges from common

"Top Gear"
visits
U.S.
By Nick Martens
nmartens@ups.edu
A&E Assistant Editor

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ALLYSON FEENEY

The restaurant's decor offers an absurd wall mural of what one can best assume is the Happy Dragon.

items to more unusual fare.
Although they offer General
Tso's and Mongolian Beef
(both American-born creations), they also have Crispy
Eggplant, Clay Pot Stews and
some unheard of dishes such
as Chicken with Peaches and
Pears. While I cannot propose that Happy Dragon is
the prime example of Chinese cooking, it nicely blends
authenticity with American
familiarity.
For what it is worth, Happy
Dragon has been the "best"
Chinese restaurant in Tacoma
for a number of years as rated
by the Tacoma Reporter. Happy Dragon caters to the UPS
crowd, with a moderate price
range (about eight-ten dollars) and a student discount of
ten percent. They also have
lunch specials, which are significantly cheaper if you can
make it there before 3 p.m.
For a meal of four at Happy
Dragon, I would recommend
trying a couple foreign dishes
mixed with common ones.

Also, as Americans, we tend expands beyond the wellto focus on the chicken of- known items that we Ameriferings, but the most corn- cans generally choose.
mon meat in China is usu- If Happy Dragon is too far
ally pork. Try incorporating away for you, ABC Café on
different meats, such as the 6th and Lawrence is a ChiAlmond Cranberry Chicken nese restaurant that makes
and Hunan Pork. You also food cheap and cozy. I will
should not dwell on the meat. not suggest that it is cornNot only are you missing out parable to Happy Dragon,
on the lighter flavors, but an but its close proximity and
over concentration on heavy somewhat cheaper menu give
foods will leave you with in- students an easy place to stop
digestion and a stomachache. by. Chinese Professor Lo Sun
The best Chinese food offers Perry informs me that the
tons of vegetables, so do not Chinese couple who owns
be afraid of spending money the restaurant is friendly, and
on strictly vegetable dishes, will accommodate customsuch as Asparagus in Black ers' needs.
Bean Sauce. Even though Now all of that is fine, but
there is not any meat, when as college students, restauunited with the other dishes rants are an instance of luxit presents itself as very bal- ury. For myself, I would like
anced. Combined with white to eat these foods more often
rice and perhaps an appetizer, without spending so much.
three dishes are plenty for So, for anyone with access
four people. to a basic range and some
Happy Dragon is a great kitchen utensils, I will show
place to eat — though not the you how to make something
pinnacle of Chinese cuisine,
sEE DRAGON PAGE 12
it is diverse in its menu and

Idiosyncratic; `Arcadia" charms theater

audiences with stories of love, math
By Travis McNamara
tmcnamara@ups.edu
A&E Writer

Chaos theory. Iterated algorithms. Mystery. English
garden history. Love. Thermodynamics. Fractals. Sex.
Pigeons.
There is more intellecPHOTO COURTESY: KURT WALLS
tual ground covered in the Sophomore Emily Cohen displays her virtuoisic juggling.
UPS mainstage production
of "Arcadia" than you can es in a similarly bantering, gitimacy of scholarly truths
shake a stick at.
and knowledge, and partly
witty tradition.
Tonight, the UPS theatre
The plot focuses on two an exploration of advanced
department presents Torn groups of characters occupy- mathematics, like chaos theStoppard's "Arcadia" at 7:30 ing the same room of a house ory and iterated algorithms,
p.m. in Norton-Clapp Thea- 200 years apart. One plotline, this play will probably blow
tre.
set in 1809, revolves around the brain out of your skull. It
The story is literally about a 13-year-old math genius is intensely smart and wildall of the subjects mentioned and her mother's ridiculous ly varied, but director Jac
above, though presented in batch of poets and friends. Royce would not have it any
Stoppard's famed British A second plotline, set in the other way.
style.
"Theatre students are the
present, follows three scholStoppard has penned both ars who are trying to study ultimate liberal arts students,
"Shakespeare in Love" and the past inhabitants of the since we're interested in
"Rosencrantz & Guilden- house (portrayed in the par- everything, and this was our
stern Are Dead," and he allel plotline).
chance to do it," she said.
brings "Arcadia" to audiencIlluminating at some points
Partly a critique on the le-

(I did, in fact, learn what an
iterated algorithm is) and
impenetrable at others, Stoppard's script does demand a
highbrow audience to understand his humor and historical references. The play itself is wonderfully acted by a
cast spanning all four grades,
whose delivery and physical
comedy help keep the mood
light and entertaining.
The production has been in
the works for just under three
months, with countless hours
being put in by cast and crew
alike.
Senior Katie Condit, who
plays the character of Lady
Croom, described her experience as "both fun and exhausting, working three or
four hours a night. It's just
a funny way to put a bunch
of people together who don't
know each other and make
them best friends."
Hard at work behind the
SEE ARCADIA PAGE 12

Have you ever seen a tiny
man crash a jet car at 300
miles per hour? If not, you
have been missing the most
daring television show of
the millennium. The show is
"Top Gear," Britain's—and
the world's —most popular
automotive program.
Why am I bringing up
an English car show in the
Pacific Northwest? Well,
thanks to the internet, the
show now reaches a global
audience. A simple Youtube
search for "Top Gear" yields
dozens of results, and bbc.
co.uk/topgear has hours of
official clips.
Also, for the more torrentoriented (toriented) student,
finalgear.com provides access to full episodes. It may
sound like I am endorsing
piracy here, but since it is
a BBC show, Top Gear has
no commercials and generates no revenue. This means
that downloading it does not
adversely affect the show's
creators.
The question still remains
why you would want to watch
a bunch of ugly British men
drive cars around. In fact, I
would venture to guess that
most of the students at this
school are hardly interested
in cars at all, making the purpose of my writing this all
the more perplexing.
Thing is, I was not interested in cars either when I first
saw this show. The brilliance
of "Top Gear" is that it is
not actually about cars. The
cars are just a platform for
the show's signature brand
of dry British humor. "Top
Gear' is entertainment, not
journalism.
Take a recent episode as
an example. The three hosts
(`presenters' in British parlance) flew to Miami and
were given a thousand dollars each to buy a car. The
purpose of the trip was ostensibly to test these cars,
but the presenters' hijinks
and adventures were the real
focus of the episode. They
bought cars from men with
guns in their back pockets,
strapped dead cows to the
roofs of their cars, and generated one of the best Youtube
clips of this young year.
The clip in question has
the presenters faced with a
challenge. They are about
to enter Alabama, and are
tasked with decorating each
other's cars with slogans that
are most likely to get them
arrested or shot. The three
jalopies ended up with neon
phrases painted down the
side such as, "Hillary for
president" and, "man love
rules OK."
The presenters pull into a
gas station and are immediately beset by hicks. As the
local "boys" roll up in a truck,
the presenters attempt to flee.
Except one of their batteries
has died. Rocks begin to pelt
the production van as the
cameramen scarper. Cut to
a frantic camera phone clip
SEE TOP GEAR PAGE 12
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Eggers adeptly documents Lights out with Liz
Pleasing your woman with your mouth
life and times of Lost Boy
By Liz Lumiere

By Jeff Merrion
jmerrion@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Dave Eggers' new novel,
"What is the What" is a powerful, riveting and empathetic
account of the journey of a
Sudanese Lost Boy which
maintains its clout by not devolving into preachiness.
To gather material for the
novel, Eggers corresponded
with Valentino Achak Deng,
one of the Sudanese Lost
Boys who had been relocated to Atlanta from a Kenyan
refugee camp. The material
that Eggers gathered is heartbreaking.
After having his home village pilfered during the Sudanese civil war and being separated from his family, Achak
wanders the continent, walking more than 2,000 miles
from refugee camp to refugee
camp in various states of abjectness. While walking, the
Lost Boys were subject to
bombings from the Sudanese
government, attacks from humans and animals, as well as
ubiquitous disease and starvation.
In addition to using the life
story of Achak, Eggers also
attempts to approximate his
voice, and, as such, the book
is structured as an autobiography of Valentino Achak
Den g.
The story is not structured
chronologically. It opens
with Achak being robbed in
his apartment home in Atlanta. While he is bound and
gagged by his attackers, Achak mentally recounts aspects
of his story evoked by the
robbery. The rest of the story
unfolds similarly, with Achak
being reminded through his
interactions with certain people, of aspects of his life story. This non-chronological
style fits the story perfectly,
as it allows Achak (through
Eggers) to highlight different
subtleties of his experiences
at different times.
Upon first hearing that Dave
Eggers had written a book (in
autobiographical form, no
less) accounting the story of a
Sudanese Lost Boy, I will admit that I had my fair share of

lightsoutwithliz@gmail.com

Sex Columnist
Going down, eating out,
rug-munching, sucking off,
licking lips, muff diving.
The slang terms for oral sex
performed on a woman do
not stop there (if you are my
editor, you refer to it as going into the "combat zone ').
No matter what you call it,
chances are your girl will
enjoy receiving it.
Oftentimes for a woman,
there is nothing sexier than
feeling desirable. If you
elect not to perform oral sex
on your female partner, she
should respect your decision. However, she may interpret your lack of actions
as a rejection of part of her
sexuality. Talk to her about
your choice, and if it is a
question of hygiene, it can
easily be solved by a bath or
a shower together.
A position that is comfortable for both parties
involves the woman sitting
on the edge of a bed, table,
or chair, with her partner
kneeling on the floor. This
position will let you get as
close as you want, while
also allowing you to see the
effects of your actions.
Most women cannot
reach a sexual peak without
stimulation of the clitoris (if
yyou
ou do not know what the
is, I'm sure a Google
Images search will be an
exciting way to find out).
So, going down on a girl
is mostly about finding her
favorite spots and provid-

PHOTO COURTESY: FESTIVALDELLELETTERATUREIT

Dave Eggers looking contented, satisfied with having gotten away with
publishing a book titled, "A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius."

doubts regarding how tastefully and effectively Eggers
could write such a book.
His other works, especially
"A Heartbreaking Work of
Staggering Genius," were
full of in-your-face and virtuosic stylistic flairs. While
that style suited the storyline
of "A Heartbreaking Work of
Staggering Genius well (it
was the story of a well educated white man struggling
with his orphaned brother),
the amount of levity usually
included in his style would
not fit such a somber subject
matter as an account of the
Lost Boys.
Surprisingly, the style in
"What is the What" shows
remarkable restraint, selflessness and skill. Eggers' voice
never overpowers Valentino's story. In fact, the skill
and empathy with which Eggers adopts Achack's voice is
what grants the story much of
its power. Never does the narration seem as if it were created by an aloof Westerner.
Achak's humanity in the
face of the relentless and
cruel adversity to which he is
subjected is the most inspiring aspect of the story. Ac hak
never maintains an unrealistic level of optimism, and he
does indeed sink into the ab-

solute depths of sorrow several times during the story. It
is this humanity that makes
the story hit home so hard.
As a side note, Eggers mentions in the afterward to the
novel that he published it
through his own publishing
company so that all of the
proceeds could go to the Valentino Achak Deng Foundation as well as to the college
tuition of Valentino Achak
Deng.
In addition to being a riveting and powerful story, the
novel serves the additional
purpose of lending a much
needed emotional voice to the
Lost Boys. It is easy to justify inaction by turning such
cnses into inhuman abstractions, but hearing the voice
and story of Achak brings a
powerful emotional aspect to
the situation.
Through this well crafted
and enthralling volume, Eggers brings awareness and
humanity to a crisis that we
often neglect due to its distance from us.
The power and purpose of
the novel is expressed well
in the final pages: "I am alive
and you are alive so we must
fill the air with words."

PURSUIT OF HAPPYNESS

Nightly (4) 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday Matinee 4:00 pm
Rated PG- 13
Thursday March 1st
Tacoma Sister City international Film & Food
Festival
Movie: My Mother's Tenant
Korea
Doors open 5.45 pm

Jeff Merrion is inside the belly
of a narwhal.

2611 N. Proctor
Rocky Horror Picture Show Saturday @ 11 :30
Tacoma, WA 98407
253.752.9500
www.bluemousetheatre.com

Can the movie capture the appeal of the novel?
"Running with Scissors" is a
quirky, disturbing and uncomfortably hilarious chronicle of author
Augusten Burrough's largely dysfunctional coming of age. The story
follows Burrough's life from his
early childhood to later teen years.
Through the pages, we watch him go
from the child of an alcoholic father
and a mentally unstable mother to
the ward of Dr. Finch, his mother's
therapist, and member of Finch's
strange, sprawling family.
Wntten in 2003, this book was
recently adapted to a largely successful motion picture, which was
embraced by a variety of audiences.
Lovers of dark comedy celebrated

the movie's horrific hilarity, while
others were sucked in by its all-star
cast, compelling characters and oddly charming strangeness. Although
many critics were skeptical, the film
has nonetheless received quite a
bit of acclaim, including a Golden
Globe nomination for lead actress
Annette Benning.
Lovers of the screen adaptation of
"Running with Scissors" who have
not yet read the book should certainly not hesitate to do so. As simply
a story, the two are extremely similar. Both the written version and
the film illustrate roughly the same
events, characters and general plotline. The book, however, takes the
tale to a greater depth by bringing
insights, sass, innocence and voice
to Burrough's experiences that are
not articulated nearly as well onscreen. Memoirs are characterized

by their ability to completely share
a story through the eyes of the individual who experienced it, and
in the case of "Running with Scissors," this is completed far more effectively when we are able to hear
Augusten's inner thoughts and reactions to the bizarre events taking
place around him.
In addition, the written version of
"Running with Scissors" also helps
us as readers to become closer to its
bizarre characters. While the movie
simply shows us their strangeness,
the book helps us to see how they
came to be so odd and shows the
sides of them that are able to pass
for normal. This not only helps us
to connect more with the characters, but also helps the story itself
to become more believable. While
SEE

Liz's was nicknamed "The
Shotgun" in high school.

Friday Feb 23rd - Wednesday Feb 28th

"Running with Scissors" reemgerges on film
By Jessi Wyse
jwyse@ups.edu
A&E Writer

ing a variety of pleasurable
sensations.
Once you have determined what your girl does
and does not enjoy, try
combinations of licking,
sucking and flicking your
tongue. A tried-and-true
method is to trace the ABC's
on and around her clit. She
may or may not want you to
use your hands as well. Try
holding your partner closer,
lifting her, or using your
hands on other erogenous
zones while you go down
on her.
While variety is certainly
important, remember to
keep your motions consistent and steady as she approaches her climax. Keep
in mind that the "right '
amount of pressure differs
from woman to woman.
Asking questions is key.
They only way to know
what your partner wants
is to pay attention to what
they say and how they react
to your actions. A simple
question or statement may
feel awkward, but might
save your partner from having to feign enjoyment. It
is also important not to
rush your girl; giving her
as much time as she needs
shows your dedication. Alternate with your hands if
necessary.
Follow these suggestions
and your girl will be thankful! Combine the thoughts
in this week's article with
tips from last week to pleasure your partner in a 69 position.
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606 S Fawcett Ave

THE
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CINEMA

Tacoma, WA
12531593-4474
S5.50 with student ID!

Venus IR ∎
Fri: 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:15
Sat/Sun:12:15, 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:15
Mon-Wed:4:45, 7:15, 9:15
Thurs: 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:15

Volver (R)
Fri: 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:10
Sat/Sun:12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:10
Mon-Wed: 4:40, 7:00, 9:10
Thurs: 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:10

Notes on a Scandal (R)
hi: 2:10, 4:30, 7:30, 9:20
Sat/Sun:12:10, 2:10, 4:30, 7:30, 9:20
Mon-Wed:4:30, 7:30, 9:20
Thurs: 2:10, 4:30, 7:30, 9:20
W WidV.GRANDCiNEMA.COM
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Deductive reasoning leads me to believe the Happy Dragon is open.
All of the ingredients bepretty authentic and tasty.
To a great extent, the secret low are necessary, except the
of East Asian cooking is ac- chicken and basil. The fortually quite simple. Many of eign ingredients can be found
the dishes you salivate over at the Metropolitan Market
at Asian restaurants contain or Safeway for reasonably
an amazingly small number cheap. Because you are purof ingredients, and are ac- chasing reusable ingredients
tually much easier to make such as fish sauce, the first
than many of the dishes we time you make this recipe it
prepare in Western cooking. will be more expensive. OthThe recipe. I will present for erwise the coconut milk and
you to try is basic Gang Gai, chicken are the only expendor Thai Red Curry Chicken. ed items, and those only cost
I dare you to make it. It is about five dollars for four
so incredibly easy, you will servings — much cheaper
feel much more confident in than anything found in resattempting other supposedly taurants.
• Jordan Barber is a deerhoof.
exotic foods.

TOP GEAR

— CONT. FROM PAGE 10

of the team washing the paint
off the cars with Coke while
looking over their shoulders
for irate rednecks in pickups.
This, I think as I watch,
is entertainment. The show
is not always this wild; it is
perhaps better known for
combining quirky humor and
gorgeous cinematography.
However, their stunts are
epic and absurd, events that
you simply cannot look away
from. They drop cars off of
tall buildings, race parkour
experts through Liverpool
and attempt to evade an
Apache gunship's radar lock
in a Lotus. The show goes
over-the-top to entertain, and
you know they push the limits because sometimes they
push too far.
This September, one of the
presenters, the very short Richard Hammond, went to film
a segment about the fastest
car in Britain: the Vampirejet
car. He made three successful
runs, one of them breaking
the British land speed record.
The film of this is extraordinary, with Hammond nearly
in tears from exhilaration after deploying the parachute
and slowing down.
Then, in a decision Hammond equated to staying out

PHOTO COURTESY: HTTP://WWW3.0PEN.AC.UK/

Crash victim Richard Hammond is holding an egg for some reason.

those extra ten minutes after
your mom calls you in for
bed, he decided to do one last
run. Halfway through, after
activating the afterburner and
reaching nearly 300 mph,
the tire blew. In the film,
you watch as the car pivots
and flips, slamming into the
ground at nearly full speed.
Then the roll bar, along with
Hammonds head, digs into
the grass.
Hammond was in intensive
care for two weeks after being
airlifted to the hospital. The
doctors feared brain damage,
but now, four months later,
he is back on the show and,
as he puts it, "is completely
fixed.'

RUNNING

4 Servings (Recipe inspired by Thaitable.com )
Water
Medium-size Pot
2 Tablespoons Fish Sauce
1 Tablespoon Red Curry Sauce (reasonably spicy)
1 Cup Coconut Milk
I Full Chicken Breast (or two separate halves)
3-4 Sprigs Basil (Optional)

PHOTO COURTESY: HTTP://MEDIA.OUTNOW.CH

Joseph Cross and Annette Benning give fantastic performances in the film.
the movie at times appears
strange to the point of ridiculousness, the book's added
depth and honesty gives it far
more credibility.
ead the book and
So, you ready
loved it. Should you go see
the movie? Although many
worshipers of the original
memoir may disagree, I feel
that it is certainly worth a
viewing. There is no question that Burrough's story
was meant to be a book.
Although the movie cannot
quite pull off what the written account accomplishes, it
has some amazing moments
that any fan of the original

ARCADIA

Mr. Dragon didn't feel too happy after he was laid off to make
room for a new vegetarian crowd.
AARON LYNCH

Nick Martens is madness.
CONT. FROM PAGE 11

Thai Red Curry Chicken, "Gang Gai"

Cut the chicken into long, bite size pieces, cutting
away the fat or bones.
Combine a half-cup coconut milk and the red curry
paste. Stir well over medium heat until boiling.
Once the mixture comes to a full boil, slowly add in
the chicken.
Once the chicken is cooked (whitens around the edges), add the remaining coconut milk and fish sauce.
Depending on your preferred consistency and spiciness,
you will want to add water at this point: for a more authentic, thin curry slowly add about two cups of water.
While the mixture boils in the pot, check the chicken for
doneness (if you poke it, it should spring back). Also, sip
the liquid for taste. If it is too spicy, add water a half cup
at a time.
When ready, add the basil leaves and serve hot over a
bowl of rice. This recipe is very elastic and allows for
experimentation. Chopped vegetables such as onion or
green pepper can be added in after the chicken whitens.
Also. the recipe can be changed into a sweeter, Panangstyle curry if you add about 2 tablespoons of suger when
adding in the meat. If you prepare it in this style, it will
be thicker—so do not add any water unless it is too firm.

They showed the crash on
the first episode of the new
season, which began in January and will air for the next
three Sundays. Hammond
narrated the chilling segment,
highlightingjust how insane
the show really is. All of the
presenters have vowed not to
hold back on the stunts, and
they seem to be sticking to
their guns.
The new shows are just as
daring, and the humor is as
sharp as ever. "Top Gear," in
my estimation, is television
of the highest order. Pure
entertainment derived from
pure spectacle.

scenes are set designer Mike
Edwards, costume designer
Mishka Navarre and lighting director Connie Yun, who
have each dedicated months
of creativity and labor to the
production.
Navarre, for one, designed
and created four separate costumes for each of the thirteen
characters, for a grand total
of fifty-two costumes.
All of this work is for two
glorious weeks of performance beginning tonight at
7:30 p.m. and again on Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in NortonClapp Theatre. Next week,
they will play Wednesday
through Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

tale will certainly appreciate.
Personal favontes include
Dr. Finch's tour of his "masturbatorium," Hope's caging
of Freud with the laundry
basket and the entire family's
amazement at Dr. Finch's inspirational morning dump.
Additionally, the Finch house
is every bit as strangely disgusting as I had imagined,
and it serves as a constant reminder throughout the movie
of just how odd the family really is.
Finally, though perhaps
the film's characters lack the
depth found in those of the
book, the actors chosen to

portray them certainly helped
them to come alive. Joseph
Cross, a largely unknown actor, did a great job portraying
the understated innocence,
confusion and rebellion
of young Augusten. Alec
Baldwin and Annette Benning were very believable as
dysfunctional parents, while
Brian Cox, Gwyneth Paltrow,
Evan Rachel Wood and Jill
Clayburgh rounded out a disturbingly weird family. My
favorite performance, however, was Joseph Fiennes'
portrayal of Neil Bookman,
Augusten's thirty-something
boyfriend. He managed to
sufficiently creep out the
viewer while still allowing
them to feel sorry for him,
and the scene in which he
participated in Deidre's poetry reading had me laughing
for a good five minutes.
Although "Running with
Scissors' works better as a
book than a movie, both versions are worth taking in.
Burrough's dysfunctional
childhood is guaranteed to
make you squirm, cringe and
laugh out loud, whether onscreen or on paper.
Jessi Wyse is Sparta!
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Junior Clayton Weller solves an invisible Rubik's cube, while senior Devon LaBelle lectures the audience on the importance of abstinence.
with an extra Saturday mati- little love and mathematics,
drop in to Tom Stoppard's
nee show at 2:00 p.m.
So for a sophisticated night "Arcadia." Tally ho!
Travis McNamara iterated
at the theatre, full of British
the hell out of this algorithm a
accents, witty repartee, and a
while ago.
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Litter brings beauty to campus
All too often it is overBy Lorem Ipsum III
looked
that we students are
Combat Zone Landscape part of nature
too. As such,
Architect
our trash is not some sinful
Here at UPS, amongst the
manicured trees and overzealously-watered lawns, we
constantly hear the phrases
"sustainability," "recycling"
and "it's malignant." Yes,
sustainability is important,
but in all our preaching we
seem to have forgotten a
time-honored pillar of sustainability: littering.
What student could possibly wander amongst our
large fields of grass and treelined paths without thinking,
"I feel so incredibly free and
full of life right now that I
can't possibly leave this area
without throwing a candy bar
wrapper on the ground."
There is nothing more empowering and life affirming
than leaving behind a piece
of human civilization in the
wilds of nature. Every cigarette butt, every shard of a
broken beer bottle, every
crumpled ball of junk mail —
these are signs of mankind's
strength, our ability to prosper. Yes, there is something
breathtaking about the wonder of the outdoors. However, that wonder is magnified by at least seven times
when a dirty sock is tangled
in a bush, because that piece
of nature is marked with by
passing.

byproduct to be immediately
buried and forgotten; our garbage should be heralded as a
unique and colorful addition
to the world's ecology. Who
could possibly look at a discarded bag of Cheetos and
not compare it to the peacock's tail, or other things on
animals that are bright and
shiny?
It is both a disappointment
and a tragedy that a particularly vocal minority of hippies
and transients has coerced
our government into enacting laws against littering.
Laws against littering? We
might as well outlaw takeout food, or deny our burrito
wrapper's participation in the
circle of life. Littering is an
ancient and noble tradition
that should be encouraged in
every facet of civilization.
I will tell you right now,
there is far too much emphasis on garbage cans around
our scenic campus. Instead
of throwing away a teacher's
handout in some sterile trash
container, why not toss it to
the winds in the middle of the
North Quad? Or plaster it on
the wall of a bathroom stall,
for everyone to see.
Every day we miss out on
thousands of opportunities
to decorate our environment
with icons of true importance.

Sure, the plentiful green of
flora is a sight to behold. But
does it really compare to the
joy of seeing a happy meal
bag stuck in the branches of
a tree, or stained underwear
hanging from a lamp post?
The true heroes of our time
are not soldiers or doctors,
teachers or police, but rather
the courageous individuals
who take it upon themselves
to defy social values and toss
their Styrofoam cups of coffee
out the window while driving
down the freeway. They are
the ones who do not balk at
dumping dirty oil in the back
yard, and save their dirty condoms to hide in the parks like
hidden Easter eggs. Our debt
to these individuals is heavy
indeed.
We here at the Combat

Zone would like to encourage
everyone to participate in the
littering movement. Littering
is easy; it feels entirely natural. During the writing of
this article alone the Combat
Zone has poured nine gallons
of fecal matter on neighbors'
lawns. With enough people,
litterers will finally be able
to put those eco-nuts in their
place, and make our campus
the wonderful mound of garbage it deserves to be.
Lorem Ipsum III believes litter
should be thought of as "happy
accidents" when evaluating the
artistic impact and statement
made by a landscape. He
also often confuses the words
"litter" and "glitter," which
led to some interesting fashion
statements back when body
glitter was a must-have beauty
accessory.

Headlines in Brief
Blowjobs suddenly
unpopular; women
cheer
SEE

These days, there seems to
be very little respect for public
transportation. Granted, most
people would prefer traveling
In the privacy of their own
cars across town or to wherever they want to go. But I
believe that there are people
completely devoted to public transportation and I found
such a young man awaiting a
bus on the corner of 6th and
Union, or as it's more commonly known amongst its
college-student riders, as 6th
and Sketchy.
This young man, who
asked that his true identity
be withheld, shall henceforth
be referred to Fred. Fred was
outspoken about his love for
America's public transportation system. We have decided
to omit some of his comments, as they reflect more
than a healthy platonic love
for American mass transit. He
opened my eyes to what I've
been missing by traveling via
car.
I couldn't help but notice
the gleam in Fred's eyes as
he relayed some of his most
memorable moments on
Washington state's buses. He
told me that bus seats are one
of our greatest connections to
other human beings; it's how
we can get close to the stran-

gers around us. Not only do
buses come with complementary heated seats, thanks
kindly to the last passenger's
presence, but these seats
also tell a story. Each stain
is some nameless person's
legacy. The persistent jelly
donut stain reminds us of the
working man's rushed commute. Meanwhile, the grease
of McDonald's fries indicates
the obsession of our nation
with food on-the-go. The bus
itself is a symbol of sustainability at its best, the ultimate carpooling experience,
which will get you anywhere
you want to be half an hour
later than you wanted with a
friendly smile, and without
Dane Cook's trademarked super-finger (but only if you're
really lucky).
Fred also eagerly insisted
that there are rites of passage
that only the bus can provide. He reminisced on a recent trip to Chicago, Ill., and
his utmost respect for that
city's "El" train line. In the
middle of January, he found
Jesus. Naturally, this statement piqued my curiosity.
Fred further explained that
he had been fortunate enough
to see Jesus strutting across
the train as high school students serenaded the savior
incarnate with Kanye West's
"Jesus Walks." Fred also recalled seeing a blind man on
the train that walked between
the cars begging for money.
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Persian house to war
with Greek system
SEE MEDITERRANEAN PAGE

450

Small dog buried
under hail
SHE Nom

QUAD

CockTales to offer
cocktails in attempt
to attract women
SEE TWO DRINK MINIMUM

Student disappears
into soggy ground
SEE SIX FEET UNDER WYATT

Rowdy UPS fans
brutally murdered
by Manchester
United fan
SEE THE PILE OF BROKEN BODIES
ON TODD FIELD

Students actually vote
in ASUPS elections,
Captain Morgan now
president, Yarrr
SEE THE ONE TRUE SAVIOR OF

UPS

"The more posters we make, the less trees we have to saver

Blackalicious concert poorly attended, next years spring
act to be Wierd Al
SEE THE

Lose it on public transportation, time to ask scary
By Anita Wu-Mann
Combat Zone Department
of Transportation Analyst

ABLE

"I'd never seen such amazing balance in a moving vehicle. Props to that man," he
said, with a look of awe on
his face. Fred felt that too
many people overlook charity opportunities such as this
one.
"How can people be so deterred from public transportation? `Chicken Soup for the
Soul' is just some hoax; it
tries to recreate the experiences of life. If people just
took the train or bus more
often, they'd have their own
stories and wouldn't have to
read such trashy 'coming of
age' sob stories. I pity these
people who have never seen
the landscape through emission-fogged windows," Fred
explained.
I was very impressed at
Fred's wisdom. He told me
he had learned more on public transportation about drugs,
alcohol and social skills than
he had in all his years in public and religious school.
"The bus allows me to meet
people from all socioeconomic backgrounds; I also meet a
wide range of maturity and
hygiene levels."
He credits riding the bus
as a high school student with
keeping him clean and away
from drugs and alcohol.
"One time, I saw these other
students in my grade. They
was messed up. One guy, he
had to lean out the door so
that he could puke. To this

FIELDHOUSE

hobo

PHOTO COURTESY OF KESTAN.com

The popular Route 52 bus making its way down Union Avenue, just
past Greek Row.

day, I cannot eat falafel, not
after seeing it partially digested on the pavement."
As public transportation's
main proponent, Fred vows
to defend the system. He intends to take trains and buses
as long as possible. He hopes
to find a girl with a similar
respect for public transportation, but has had no such luck
thus far.
"Public transportation's notoriety for most gropes per
rocky mile, is no excuse for
women, in particular, to pre-

fer riding in a car. My dream
girl knows the value of taking a bus or a train. Together,
we could save on gas money,
car maintenance and monthly
insurance payments." What
reader could refute Fred's
stance? Clearly, public transportation is where every facet
of society unites to show
the diversity of human kind.
Fred, you are an inspiration
to us all.
Anita Wu-Mann met her
husband, Hu Yu on the Route 16
bus last week.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent
the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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Loggers end regular season with UPS men's and women's
overpower Pacific
defensive victory over Linfield tennis
Jamie Hosmer shone brightly,
By Nadine Leonard
Team set to face Lewis and Clark in tournament action

By Sam Kussin-Shoptaw
sshoptaw@ups.edu
Sports Writer
UPS lost the first game of
their road trip to the Lewis
and Clark Pioneers 98-86
on Feb. 16 in Portland. The
Loggers wrapped up their
season Saturday night by
beating Linfield 83-76. This
victory gave the Men's Basketball team a little momentum heading into their NWC
Tournament showdown with
Lewis and Clark on Wednesday Feb. 21.
Against Linfield, UPS was
led in scoring by sophomore
Jason Foster, who had 17
points. Junior Ryan DeLong
had 15 points while sophomore Robert Krauel threw in
another 11 points.
Timely and intense defense
helped keep the Loggers stay
ahead for most of the game.
Linfield struggled offensively, losing the ball 30 times off
turnovers, and their frustration showed on the other side
of the floor as they committed 28 fouls.
The turnovers caused by the

strong defense helped
lead to 39
UPS points.
"Our defense on Saturday night
was the definite difference for us.
We caused a
lot of turnovers and
got a lot of
easy buckets
against Linfield," Foster
said.
ASUPS PHOTOSEFtVICES/MATT LOEWEN
The added
intensity Sophomore Jason Foster extends to swat a shot.
on defense
wasn't simThe most recent meeting
ply because of added effort.
"We made a switch defen- between the two teams in
sively so that our guards were Portland on Feb. 16, solidiup front applying pressure, fied the Logger's third place
and it really paid off because standing in the NWC and left
we were able to force a lot UPS unable to play at Meof turnovers and control the morial Fieldhouse again this
season.
tempo," Krauel said.
The Lewis and Clark game
The Loggers' next game
against Lewis and Clark will was one of great momentum
be the second time UPS will shifts and quick lead changplay down in Portland in the es. The Loggers started the
same week.
SEE MEN'S B-BALL PAGE 15

OTB

UPS Logger athletes of the week
Senior Shelby Ramirez earns honors after scoring a
combined 24 points and shooting 80-percent from the
line as UPS clinched a share of the NWC title. With
the win, the team is now focusing on the postseason.
< < Shelby Ramirez

Jason Foster > >
Sophomore Jason Foster earns honors after scoring a
combined 31 points on the weekend and taking a leadership role for a young UPS squad. He has a 18.6 scoring average, good enough for second in the NWC.
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taking Pacific eight games to
one. In singles, ,junior Nick
Amland and senior Andrew
Oates also displayed dominaLogger tennis got off to tion. Amland won 6-0 and 6a great start against Pacific 1, Oates won 6-0. Everyone
University last weekend. was on a roll.
The women won their meet
The men's team is makeight wins to one loss. The ing a bid for the Conference
men swept Pacific, winning Championship this year and
all the matches.
they're trying to use their
The men's meets were on
Feb. 17 and 18 and they will
SEE TENNIS PAGE 15
be the only meets
between Pacific
and UPS this season. The Logger
men's task was
made easier by
the small number
of Pacific players;
winning a singles
and a doubles
match by default
both days.
"Although they
are one of the
weaker teams in
our conference, it
was an important
victory," said sophomore Sam McCullough.
In men's doubles, partners McASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/MATT LOEWEN
Cullough and fellow sophomore
Jamie Hosmer awaits the serve.

nleonard@ups.edu
Sports Writer

7-I

-

But back to my point. I do
not find a basketball game in
which 285 points are scored
entertaining. I don't find a 129 hockey game exciting unless it's the tally of the team's
players ejected from fighting
at a UPS hockey game. I find
it a waste of time and a disrespect to one of the finer elements of the game — defense.
A third reason why to kill
All-Star games: Everyone is
trying to be Superman. Do
you really see an NBA player
make a pick for another play
and then roll, get the pass and
lay it in? How about an NFL
player make an amazing block
to free up the running back?
Or a hockey player take one
in the groin to save a goal? It's
all about the individual player
in the All-Star game. It's the
nature of man: to see who is
the best and can perform the
best highlight reel moves. It's
like Kobe trying to score 100
every night, except he doesn't
anymore. And the Lakers are
a much better team.
In the NBA, in the 30 seconds I watched, I saw nine
dunk attempts. Four of them
were missed. And after each
attempt, one player was
cherry-picking and he'd get
the ball on a "fast break" and
try his slam. And the crowd
ooh's, ah's, and oh's at every
attempt. And I got sick of it.
My solution after we end
All-Star games — take the best
single event from the weekend and make that the event.
For example, for the NBA,
the All-Star night can be the
dunk contest and the three
point shootout. Glorify it. Let
everyone do it that wants to.
If Shag wants to shoot 3's,
let him. Let dunk contestants
bring out trampoline, jump

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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through rings of fire, and have
fireworks go off after every
made dunk. Go crazy with it.
It would fit in perfectly with
the Vegas lifestyle.
Or maybe cross sports for
all-star events, you know,
make them all the same weekend. Wouldn't it be cool to see
a hockey player and a football
player try to take each other
out? Have Ron Artest fight
the Bengals, loser gets arrested. (I'd take Artest, the
Bengals love to go to jail!).
Or maybe have someone
shoot 100 mph slap shots at
a batter in a homerun derby.
Heck, give the baseball players aluminum bats and have
Jose Canseco supply them
with some juice before they
compete. That at least would
be entertaining to my eye.
Speaking of the Mid-Summer Classic, the MLB's AllStar game might be the only
legitimate All-Star game
around. Well, at least it might
be the most pure of all the
such games. Sure, the outcome might matter with the
winning league getting home
field advantage in the World
Series, but some critics have
asked this: If David Ortiz is
trying to win the game in the
bottom of the ninth and he is
facing a pitcher whose team
has been out of the race since
day two (i.e. the Florida Marlins), will that pitcher really
care if Ortiz hits a walk-off?
He better as a professional
athlete and an "All-Star." And
I think, as last year's game
shows, the game is more competitive, more true to form and
players take pride in winning
for their league.
That's the way it should be
.

Tony Schwartz, not an All-Star.
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game strong and led most ed advantage for us now is
of the first half. However, a that Lewis and Clark thinks
15-4 run by the Pioneers to by beating us last Friday
close out the first half left they have us all figured out,
the Loggers trailing by 10 at but they're definitely in for a
rude awakening. They'll see
halftime.
UPS was able to climb the Log Show in full effect
back into the game, pulling on Wednesday night."
If the Log Show is in full
to within 6 points of the Pios
in the final minutes of the effect Wednesday night the
second half. However, the Loggers will advance to the
Pioneers closed out the game NWC Tournament Champiand solidified their two-way onship game hosted by Whittie for first place atop the worth, a team UPS swept
NWC regular season stand- during the regular season.
Sam Kussin-Shoptaw might
ings.
Junior Taylor Marsh led not be a part of the Log Show,
the Loggers with 25 points but watch out for his gun show.
scored in the run
and gun style
game.
"We obviously
want to get out
and run but you
can't just trade
buckets all game
with a team
like LC. This
Wednesday we
need to dictate
with our defense
first and foremost," Krauel
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/MATT LOEWEN
said.
"The one add- Senior Weston Wood drives hard to the hole.

DelBrocco's
Pizza, Steak and Hoagie
Specializing in Authentic Philly Steaks, Hoagies, Grinders,
Appetizers, Strombolis, Calzones and New York Style Pizza

253.756.7445
Free Delivery!!!
Specials all day, every day

Urge Sandwich,
Fries 8 20oz Drink

$5.00
Slice Special
2 Slices and a 200z Drink
Toppings

we . 50 cent extra

Have us cater your party!!
You can view our full menu at www.0e1BroccOs,Com
10% discount for students with IDs. Not valid with daily specials (Pick-up only)
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depth as an advantage. McCullough is confident.
"We have very solid players all the way through the
lineup and guys who are willing to fight for every point
and work hard," McCullogh
said.
The one loss in women's
came in a doubles meet with
senior partners Courtney
Dunham and Alyssa Sidoff.

14

This is their first year playing
together, but Dunham is optimistic about the rest of the
season.
"We lack a lot of experience that other top teams in
the conference have. However, I think our game styles
compliment one another's."
Dunham thinks the future
looks bright for the Logger
women in future seasons.
Several freshman
were played in
the singles line-up
against Pacific and
Dunham was impressed.
"We have some
promising freshmen
who will hopefully
learn a lot from this
season and keep
our team going
strong next year,"
Dunham said.
Next week, the
Logger men are
away for the first
time this season at
Linfield. The women will also play
Linfield at home.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/MATT LOEWEN

Sophomore Sam McCullugh fires a serve.

to rush things. It would be an
injustice to this body," Van
Sant said.
"Tell everyone to come to
our next home meet March
After a strong showing 3 versus Lewis and Clark
last year, finishing second and SPU. I'll be the manat the conference meet, the child bulging out of his oneUniversity of Puget Sound piece."
men's track and field team Van Sant is a member of the
is eagerly anticipating the 4x100 relay team that won
2007 season. Pete van Sant, conference last year.
"We're the defending conthe self-proclaimed "star of
the team," was eager to share ference champs, but we'll be
his thoughts on how he thinks even better this year with the
addition of the school's ulthis year will go for UPS.
"Event-wise, I'll be do- timate hardass, Rory Lee to
ing pretty much everything the lineup. We've got Brycen
that has to do with sprinting Bye, returning superstar, as
or moving fast, so you know well. He's the glue that holds
we'll do well in those events," this team together."
Willamette's track and field
Van Sant said.
"The one and two hundred team took the conference tisprint, long jump, relay. I tle, and Van Sant named Lindon't even know why we field as his top competition in
need to hold meets during the the sprint events, but he exseason. They should just save pressed his confidence in the
everyone some time and send Logger mens throwers.
"There's some big-ass
me to nationals right now."
Van Sant is out with a ham- freshman thrower. He's going
string injury so he hasn't seen to kill it this year. AJ Middleany live competition yet this ton will know his name."
Another defending conferyear, but he is brimming with
ence champion is junior AJ
confidence.
"Yeah, I'm a little sore Middleton. He posted the
right now. I'll probably be conference's best mark in the
back next week. I'm just tak- shot put last year and is looking some time off until I'm ing to repeat.
good and ready. I don't want "Pete told you to call me?

By Brandon Henry
bhenry@ups.edu
Sports Writer

FANS

3908 6th Ave (Corner of 6th and Proctor)

$8.99
Sandwich Special

Track sets tone for strong season

Nadine Leonard
prefers to serve
tennis balls with
cannons, instead
of a tennis racket.
They're really hard
to return.

Man, I'm gonna kill that
mother. Yeah, I'm just working hard hoping to take conference again," Middleton
said.
"Hopefully I can get to nationals. And I'm taking. Brian
Walker with me. He's our
strongest incoming thrower.
He's big, strong and crazy.
Once he gets it all together
he's going to be something to
look forward to."
The girl's side is optimistic
about the season as well, after
returning multiple competitors with conference-tournament experience. Pole vaulter
Katie Craigie displayed typical optimism for a member of
the girls' squad.
"This season should be a
lot of fun. Our coach is a really cool guy, accepting of
everyone and a great teacher.
I learn so much from him
and the other members of the
team every day. It's so much
fun to be part of a group and
to improve together every
time we meet. This year
should be great. Keep an eye
on Emily Herr. She's going to
be great."
Both the guy's and girl's
teams are optimistic this year,
and with good reason. Get out
and see them this spring.
Brandon Henry is so tiiight.
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it out to support the Loggers. rival Whitworth, as the fel- chaun" touched the ball.
That's great, I'm sure the ath- las got one Pirate so riled up
Again, you could argue
letes you support love your that she actually turned and about the idea of sportsmanenthusiasm at such a young flipped them the bird. At that ship, but the kid had everyage. However, it is also likely point, she was the one in the one in the student's section in
that your heckling skills have wrong as she had resorted to tears, the parent's section was
not progressed to the level obscenities. The whole in- clearly amused, and I'll be
of some of your more distin- cident got the player so dis- darned if the whole La Verne
guished upperclassmen's, so traught that she continued to bench didn't crack a smile.
let's give you a few pointers. act in a crazed manner that got Now that's quality heckling.
First of all, every kid you're her ejected from the game.
What it comes down to is that
heckling has a name and a
Say what you want about it takes a pretty talented indihometown that can be easily the sportsmanship of those vidual to be a quality heckler,
found in the programs
and that those who
readily available to What it comes down to is that it takes
don't have that sort
all fans.
of talent should keep
For instance, say a pretty talented individual to be a
their mouths shut.
you were to travel to quality heckler, and that those who
This is perhaps one
the UPS men's basof the key reasons
ketball NWC playoff don't have that sort of talent, like mythat I abstain from
game against Lewis self, should keep their mouths shut.
most sorts of heckand Clark; you might
ling, as I'm nowhere
single out Corey Alnear as witty as the
len. First of all, he's a sopho- Logger hecklers, they did it Irish heckler, nor do I posses
more who plays enough to free of obscenities and their the collective knowledge of
matter but not enough to be goal was not self-righteous. an entire soccer team.
unflappable. Secondly, he's They were there in support of
What I'm trying to say is
from Portland, so he's open to their fellow Loggers.
that I don't heckle because
plenty of insults.
That leads nicely into my I'm not smart enough. And,
And if all else fails, his next point about heckling. Mr. "Go eat a d*ck #8," it
mom is sitting on the opposite Don't do it for yourself. Don't might be a stretch, but I'd say
side of the court and probably take an immense amount of that your vocabulary probably
doesn't have good enough pride in putting someone isn't well-endowed enough to
ears to hear you; in fact you down because if you do, you make you fit for the world of
could probably use that as an have issues that extend far be- high-quality hecklers.
insult. But be careful, the Pio- yond the realm of sports.
So while I clearly believe
neer fans probably can make
Heckle to support your that there is a right and wrong
out your ranting, so you'd bet- team, heckle to entertain a way to heckle, I also believe
ter keep it witty and clean un- crowd. I remember how one that the best sort of heckling
less you plan on sprinting out of the most fun games I ever is no heckling. I'm a firm beof the gym upon the game's experienced at UPS was in liever in the idea that you go
completion.
the presence of an extraordi- to games to support your own
The UPS men's soccer team nary heckler. It was my fresh- team, not to berate another.
of 2004 was stellar at this tac- man year when the men's
However, if you believe that
tic. They were at every girl's basketball team was facing when you open your mouth
soccer game with program in off against the green-clad La to heckle you are supporting
hand, constantly looking for Verne Leopards.
your team, I can't say I comspots inside opposing players'
One Leopard was a bit ver- pletely disagree with you. But
heads. Furthermore, if they tically challenged, and the before you yell "Hey #45!
ever flung around obsceni- heckler saw his opportunity Yeah you, you big cheater!
ties to get their point across, I to move in for the kill. All he YOU SUCK!" you should
rarely heard them.
had to scream were phrases probably cover your package,
Their heckling success was akin to, "Catch his lucky because that Chuck Norris is
monumental in one of the charms!" in his best Irish ac- one sneaky fella.
team's games against arch cent every time the "LepreWill Holden is a giant foolio.
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UPS secures share of NWC

Logger fans great, but
heckling skills need work
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With win, women succeed season's expectations
By Mackenzie Morton
mmorton@ups.edu

Sports Writer
The women's basketball
team traveled to Linfield and
Lewis and Clark on Feb. 16
and 17. They split the games
but still clinched the NWC
title. In their first game they
lost to Lewis and Clark 6858 but came back to beat
Linfield 62-67 to finish the
season with a 20-5 record
and a share for the Northwest Conference title.
With the loss to Lewis and
Clark the Loggers fell into a
tie for first place. This loss
was largely attributable to
poor shooting. Lewis and
Clark had a small lead at
halftime and then increased
their lead to double digits in
the second half. The Lady
Loggers did attempt a comeback, but unfortunately fell
short.
Junior Marissa Cain played

The Loggers opened with
well for the Loggers scoring
an impressive nine points in a basket from sophomore
the first half and ultimately Karen Chase to take the
lead. While
finishing
Linfield was
with a total
of 12 points.
able to tie the
NWC Basketball
score mulSenior ShelTournament Schedule
tiple times
by Ramirez
they never
also had 12 Girls
managed to
points. The
Teb. 22 - Linfield at
accumulate
UPS' deUPS
fense, howtheir own
ever, could
lead.
Feb. 24 - Linfield or
not stop UPS at George Fox for
UPS never
trailed in the
Lewis and
NWC championship
battle against
Clark's SaLinfield. The
rah Moon
Feb. 21 - UPS at Lewis
Loggers finfrom racking
& Clark
up a gameished the first
Feb 24 UPS or Lewis
half strong
high of 19
on a 10-0
points.
& Clark at Whitworth
run to take
The folfor NWC championship
a 10 point
lowing game
lead into the
was the end
break. They
of the regular season for the Lady Log- continued their dominance
gers. Despite the loss UPS in the second half leading by
would still be able to clinch double digits up until a late
the title with a win against Linfield rally cut the deficit
to only 2 points. Despite LinLinfield.
field's efforts, UPS was able
to hold on for a close win of
62-67.
Shelby Ramirez had another strong performance
chipping in 12 points with
sophomore Allison Craven
adding 11 points of her own.
Ramirez also dominated the
board pulling down eight rebounds.
Puget Sound finished the
season with a 13-3 record in
conference play and overall record of 20-5 to secure
a first place tie with George
Fox for the NWC title. Up
next for the Loggers will be
the NWC tournament, where
they will enter as the number
two cede and will host Linfield on Thursday, Feb. 22.
-
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Sophomore Allison Craven prepares to can a free throw.

Off the Bench
By Tony Schwartz
tschwartz@ups.edu
Sports Columnist
Let's be blunt, friends.
All-Star games are suffering animals. It's time to shoot
them between the eyes and
put them out of their misery.
Since the start of 2007,
we have had three All-Star
events from two-and-a-half
sports: the NBA, NFL and
NHL. If you considered
watching any of them, I can
understand that. But if you
actually watched any of these
games for longer than 30 seconds, well, you need to do
some soul searching and figure your life out.
Why do All-Star games
suck? Because it's a meaningless game the players
don't care about. I was just
in Las Vegas a month ago
where the NBA now hosts
its All-Star weekend. Let me
tell you, when I wasn't working 9 to 5 for my job (the
reason I was able to go and

Mackenzie Morton has
decided that the University of
Montana Grizzlies are the best.

Kill all All-Star games
skip a week of school), I was
out on the strip partying. It's
what you do in Vegas. You
don't go to see museums or
take tours, you don't relax in
a lawn chair (unless you're
hung-over), and you don't
catch up on sleep. You party
until 3 in the morning, get up
at 8, shower, eat, work and
do it again at 5:01 pm. So
do you think an NBA AllStar headed down to Vegas is
resting up for the big game?
Come on, these guys live a
bachelor party every night
for a lifestyle; don't tell me
that three days in Vegas is actually going to go towards a
little R&R.
The same thing goes for the
NFL. Here's a hell of an idea:
let's stick a bunch of football
players in Hawaii after the
season and see how competitive they are. If you don't see
the point I am making, please
stop reading and go walk into
oncoming traffic.
Reason numero deuce why
I hate All-Star games: It's
not even played like a real

game. I logged onto ESPN.
corn late Sunday night and
was shocked to see the score
of NBA's All-Star game
— 153-132. Check out this
score from the NHL's AllStar game — 12-9. And from
the NFL's Pro Bowl — 31-28.
Shouldn't these All-Stars be
playing some defense?
I watched 30 seconds of
the first half of the NBA's
All-Star game on Sunday
night. That was about my
limit. I thought I was watching a glorified Andl Mixtape
performance. Seriously, as
one housemate mentioned,
"Are there even referees on
the court?" Well, not really,
because apparently they were
busy racing Charles Barkley
in a full court sprint.
Speaking of which, I did
find it hysterically funny to
see Charles Barkley barely
out-sprint the league's oldest referee. And what was up
with that kiss after the race. Is
Charles Barkley seeing John
Amaechi or something?
SEE OTB PAGE 14

By Will Holden
wholden@ups.edu
Sports Editor
Can fans help teams win
games? Certainly. Can heckling really get to opposing
players? As a former athlete
(and a rather hyped up one
I might add), I can say that
there are certain fans capable
of using words that hit athletes where it hurts. However,
I'm finding that fans capable
of such feats are becoming
few and far between at UPS,
and it troubles me.
Heckling is indeed tacky
and unsportsmanlike to a certain degree. But let's face it,
everyone has had the urge to
scream something at a 6'8"
guy on the court when he's
vulnerable, if for no other reason than that it may be your
only opportunity to do so. Because we all know he would
most certainly own your face
if he ever saw you in street
clothes.
However, there is a way to
heckle and still retain a certain
amount of your dignity. At the
same time there are ways in
which you can look dumber
than Anna Nicole Smith at a
press conference. Okay, maybe I'm the one who's lost his
dignity.
But I digress. Let's expose
some of the poor usage of
heckling as I have viewed it
recently at the Fieldhouse and
discuss what we can do about
it.
First and foremost, the
Bullsh*t chant. I feel that the
cheer has persuasive power
when used sparingly. However, if you attempt to instigate the commanding chant
after every call made against
your team, the only one full of
feces is you.
Second of all, obscenities
happen. I realize this perhaps
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A crowd of Logger fans participating in the art of heckling.
better than most. However,
when you rely on them as
your chief mode of heckling,
you are struggling. And yes,
Mr. "Hey #21...F**K YOU!"
it's you I'm talking to. And
woe to the fan who gives the
idiot a high five after his outburst; you may claim that you
didn't insinuate or participate
in the statement, but the indifference of the intelligent is
the greater evil. If you make
any contact with the buffoon
it should probably be a Chuck
Norris-esque swift kick to you
know where.
I could go on and on about
the poor conduct of fans, but
I'm more concerned with
helping my fellow Loggers
and I'd probably be liable to
get my teeth smashed in if
I insulted UPS fans for too
long.
Truth be told, there is a large
number of great Logger hecklers out there. Furthermore,
the less than stellar heckling
effort may be due to a phenomenon I've been noticing
recently: there are a large
number of freshman making
SEE FANS PAGE 15

Logger photo of the week
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The Logger women's tennis team started the season off strong,
taking matches from George Fox, Pacific and Albertson on opening weekend at home. The Loggers got the 9-0 win over George
Fox on Friday before taking 8-1 wins over Pacific and Albertson
on Saturday. Find the story on page 14.

